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getting ready for_Rw 'missions robert a. Whisnant 1

For the commanity college educatoi: getting ready for a new mision'am
be hopelmly frustrating or exhilaratingly challenging. and this chap-
ter anilines the tasks in preparing for these new missions.

what is a?Ilege fort c bette slutsky 9
h.Faculty members of community colleges, reacting to the frustrations a

coping with what are perceived as excessive and unnecessary roles thrust
upon callers are. as this chapter illustrates. conceiped about their
fume asolabie aluminium*.

a v-alencian phoenix: j. louis schlegef 15
new life for humanities

The frantic demeans race through the philosophy, an. music. and lit-
erature of the Western world leaves tip many students wandering &int-
im/1y in the backstretch or even RAD* dazed at the starting gate
Mile the faculty. like disciplined geldings, trot diligently but impo-
tently around the track. dossing the finish line alone

independent human studies suranne kaplan 27
gordon wilson

This chapter presents an academic alternative that is interdisciplinary
aturindependent and also offers faculty guidance and group interaction.

the community college
grows up and out

miry a. stevens

Community college faculty help to create and strongly support new
methods to meet community needs in nontlpskional ways..

community service ln a donald w. green 41
sera eirural community college john shepherd

commodore craft, jr.
An extensive community services prograni.is certain to hive a profound
impact on the entire college. As this chapter demonstrates. a commu-
nity college in a rural area with a comprehensive community service
program is man likely to be the only agency providing vocational and
avocational services to the community.

environlents for learning I. mark ludwig 4S
The most effective instructional mom provides environments that
accommodate learners' cognitive styles. academic deficiencies. and cul-
tural backgrounds.
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The iisuiletor waits Os limns that requirs the came to respond
semisisiely w the community's educational needs while the
does not respond to those of the college: This chIpterstsplores
imanacmc Copes with this double bind. .

..

cognitive therapy: a new migeion robert g. marti 63
for community tolleges -.

Cognitive therapy, a remedial concept, offers waysto leach intellect l

skillswhile at the sanstaime teaching the contcht of a discipline.

intimations of immortality
from recollections of
peer evaluation

. .

billie djiech 71

, .This chapter presents a critic4I.view of peer. evaluation in the comr.nu-
nity:college setting.

,opinions about
N

trudy haffron ben :: : 77
stunt evaluation mary olson.

As this chapter indicates. student evaluation can help faculty improve
teaching and classroom pesformanCe. .

the dynamics of
collective bargaining:

hannaweston .87
charles nadler

challenge of the future - ., sarah klinefeiter. .

The challenge of collective bargiining. which lies in its usefulness as a
positive force in changing the structure of governasice is discussed in
this chapter.

legitimacy and the promise myron a. marty 97
of community colleges

To most into new directions and missions. community colleges must
regal* a serve of legitimacy a sense of being integral to the commu-
nity that it has lost in recent years.

sources and information: andrew hill 10)
s view from the faculty

In this chapter. recent literature on the topic of new missions in com-
munity colleges is reviewed.
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editor's notes

Imo, how it happens: The questioner gets the assignment. My
asked at a meeting of the advisory board of the ERIC Cleir-
for Junior Colleges, was Why do the vast majority of publi-

on community colleges emphatimOdmmisarauve concerns or
zefiect administrative pain of view?& faculty members have
illasething to goyim) issoei facing the institutions in which they teach.
Why don't we hear from them?

Jhere are good ieasons. Community college teachers do not
write for publication as a required part of their work, few forums are
open tp them:.and there are no rewards for it. Furtheihnore, there is

jittle time for-it, given the heavy teaching assignments typical in com-
munity colleges. Thus, there is no cadre of correspondents among
community colleges to make invitations to publish Rely. Who is more
anonymous outside his own institution, and maybe within it, than a
community college teacher? To whom, then, doe; an editor of a jour-
nal turn for help? '

When thegood folks who edit this series posed the possibility of
a volume that would exhibit faculty interests and concerns, they were
aware of the difficukies that would -be encountered. The only way to
see whether those difficulties could be overcome was to give it a tryso
the task was undertaken.

In apdition to identifying potential writers on selected topics, I
initially phinned to design a survey instrument to amen faculty interests
and concerns on key lames. The purpose would,be to see if there it an'y
such thirig as a faculty point of view. Lack of time, regrettably, forced
ma to abandon the survey idea, but that abandonment made it more
important to find contributors whose articles would reflect some of the
things that are on the minds of community college faculty members.
To find potential contributors, I sent an appeal for help to about se4enty-
tire friends and aiquaintancesin community colleges and related.en-
cies and institutions. Lest the reader think this is to be an anti-adininis-

-. nation issue. I should point out that the majority of the a for
help went to administrators.

I asked they people to identify community college
immix* who art regarded as extraordinary teachers and w . are
active not only in college affairs bin in perspective-broadening activi-
ties in high; education. Approximately forty replies yielded more
than two hundred names. I sent letters to those named, -requesting
their comments on a list of proposed topics I thought the issue might
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deal with, and asked them if possible to assess their colleagues' atti\L
tudes and opinions on these topics. And I asked, of course, about their
willingness to write on a topic of speljal interest to them.

The seventy-or-so responses included polite expressions of disin-
terest, ewbursts'of indignation at the thought that such an issue could
serve any conceivabk purpose, begoffs for busyness reasons, and
claims of n adentky (who, me? write?). But there were also some
l ong and thought answers, and offers to submit articles far exceeded
the number that could be accepted.

In chie course, invitations for articles were.sent to the likeliest
contributors; others were put on standby. Articles were submitted on
schedule, reviewed, edited, returned, rewritten or touched up, and re-
submitted. Because my secretarial assistance was almost nonexistent.
and release time for editing the issue was not considered,-Iwas unable
to circulate the manuscripts to those who had expressed willingness to
read them critic4ly before publicatiOn. To these people, my,apologies.

As editor, I tried mainly to help contributors sharOen their-
thinking and tighteri their writing. My,discomfort with such jargon as
"input" and "interface" and with educationese like "delivery systerps"
was communicated to contributors before they started writing. Whether
they shared that discomfort or simply accommodated my preferences,
I do not know; in any ease, I hope such blemishes on clarity.have beett,
held to a minimum.

I did not seek to impose my beliefs or values on die-content of
the articles, and in selecting articles I tried to ensure that a wide variety
of ideas would be advanced, rather than a single, consistent set of
arguments.

The result of all these effort's is in yqur han ds. The issue leads
off with some thoughts by Robcrt Whisnant on three tasks community
colleges face as they prepare for new missions. Then comes a skeptical,
eyebrow-raising piece by Bette. Slutsky. In calling for a recovery of old
missions rather than a quest for new ones, it counterbalances sane of
the gusto for new missions displayed in other articles. It, expresses a
point of view that is widely shared, I believe, by many community col-
lege faculty members.

The next five articles fit together rather neatly. Louis Othlegel
shows, with a highly personal touch, how trad. ion2I courses can be
rescued from the doldrums acrd holt:, new ventu inspire further
adventuring. Humanistic concerns are given anoth kind of creative
'etratment by Suzanne Kaplan and Gordon Wilson. Accountings of
efforts in new areas continue in the articles by Mary Stevegs, Donald
Green and his colleagues, and Mark Llidwig.

What is the nature of the syst in which community college
faculty members de their work and hiw can 'their creative endeavors



.ben be described? Malcolm Goldberg calls these faculty members en-
trepreneurs, and he shows bow their working environments both help
Red !andel- their erepreneurild approach.

The notion 4 cognitive development explored by Mark Ludwig
cones up for further consideration.in tl)e 'wick by Robert Martin.
Cognitive thekipy. Martin argues. offers the best way to overcome aca-
demic deficiencies SO COMID011 =lif unity college students,

The next two articles a e but nonetheless f
mission - Related topic faculty evaluation. 11. Dziech offers a unique
perspective on peer evaluation, and Trudy Bers and Mary Olson report
on their research on student evaluation of faculty performance.' Hanna
Weston. Charles Nadler and, Sarah Rlinefelter discuss collective bar-
gaining as a positive force io changing the structure of governance. In .
the final article, I attempt a look at the future with this question in
mind: Are community colleges what they seemed*to be a dozen years
ago to, many who worked i hem? That-is, are they last best hope
for revitalization of higher education, or was that n illusion?

I deeply appreciate the help given to t re than 150
people who have had a hand in the preparation of this . I also owe
a word of thanks to the weather. Two snowbou in January.
two rain-drenched wedkends in March, and a miserable heat wave the
last week in June removed the distractions that would very likely have
led me to do ether things. It was at those times that I worked most con -
centrttedly at tyingiogether the editing tasks that were done, for the
mostpart, on the run.

r likelyron A: Marty
Guest Editor

.).
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getting veady for new missions

robert a. whisnant

for the community college educator, getting ready for new missions
can be hopelessly frustrating or exhilaratingly challenging. Many
prophets of dbom are eager to tell ui that the future of education is
hopelessly condemned by problems that are geminating and maturing
to monstrous proportions.. Others are more hopeful. Priscilla Griffith,
for example, cites Kenneth Botding11974. p.- 197) vitro assesses the
future and present thus: . .

*
Nevertheless, in spite of the dangers. it is a wonderful age to live
int and I would not wish to be born in any other time. The won-
derful and precious thing about the present moment is that there
is still time the Bomb hasn't gone off, the populition explosion
may' He caught, he technological problems' can, perhaps, be
solved.. it the hurfian race is to survive, however, it will have to
change more in its ways of thinking in the next twenty-five years
than it has done in the last twenty -five thousand.

Since the community coil6e movement was bred in the oPtir ofusr> a
democratic Wed,. it seems reasonable to expect its. leaders to adopt
Boulding's stance and eagerly ittack those crucial twenty five years
with insightful and incisive preparation.

If community college educators accept the challenge of getting
for new missions, at leapt three tasks must be dealt with:

for Commusey CAAgps. 24, DU 1
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1. Candidly localijog mid"; the
Pre/ern

116.

2. Redefining the term cionarnstaity it names both the institu-
. doe and its constituency . .

S. Cautiously committing ourselves to an adaptive mode rather
than a selectiveone - a. ..

locating ourselves in tie present

Amessmeint of the present state of the community college necei-
skates a 'grass-,roots survey of the goals and objectiies on whiff the
movement was based. Promethearl as the task has been, -the commu
nity college seems to have fared well under its various challenges. We

have made great progress in all curricular areas. We have established
learnirig resource centers that effectively manage hard,* and software.
We have provided developroental studies programs that keep the open
door from revolving by providing students with constructive idtilh and
self-concepts. We have given occupational education a nt status,
effectiveness, and accessibility, providing the community with needed
labor forces. We haie supplied the community with services that stim-
ulate imagination, fester creativity, and make lifelong learning feasi-
ble. We have provided (raditional course work for students who wish to
transfer to universities. And we 6ve even meekly attacked the problem
of general education based on the belief that the community of man.
needs to have had some leaping expdriences in common. The commu-
nity college has generally bicome an *ective island of innovation.

Underlying the efforts to succeed at each curricular area was a
veiled motto: *Innovate, innovate, innovate change is progress." So
valued was innovative change that it became an unexpressed curricu-
lum, a hidden agenda. Community colleges characteriitically seized
their unique freedom from tradition hind experimented and innovated
with nl fervor 'sometimes envied by more established institutions of
higher education. Certainly much of the community college move-
ment's success can be attributed to this lirtually unbridled spirit of in-
novation.

The c unity college most now determine the success .)cl
cost of innova ion. For years. educatbrs have voiced the value of
systoles approaches that include diagnosis. prescription, and evalua-
tion. But has evaluation been approached with the same fervor or can-
dor reserved for the implementation of the innovation? Many. critics
would apswer, "Not" They would instead note.a.trend of community
college "band-wagoniszn" the tendency for community colleges to
adopt and iMplement each other's innovations before adequate evalua-
tion determines the value or effectiveness of the program.

In some capes, innovation band-wagonism has cost the college

,14
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the confidence of the very community the innovation was designed .

serve. In other words, the community college may have inaccurately',
owned the community's desire for change and innovation. Suzanne de -

Lamps (1976-, p. 5) notes that the public tends to blame innovative
teaching for a decline in students' basic skill levels in Leading, writing,
and arithmetic. She asserts that the public also tends to equate a ieturn
to basics with fiscal conservatism, demanding that the educational in
stitution do a more effective job more cheaply. The community.
college, in fact, may have lost its license for freedom to innovate and
tnay be experiencing "innovation baCillash."

The community college is in a dilemma. It is, on the one hand,
devoted to meeting the needs of a dynamically changing t ommunity'
and, on the other,, being admonished by a community that taint

-change in its institutions. Obviously, the days of innovation for intim*,
don's sake are gbne, and a new-day of accouriiabilitY has arrived. Edu-
cators must master "proactive" as well as "reactive" evaluation tech-
niques. Creative change must be more- alculared and deliberate than
ever before, and a thread of tradition must be maintained to balance
innovation. The community college must learn to discard the present
with as much consideration as it gives to the'justification of newness.

As I intenriwed fellow faculty concerning change, innovation,
and new missions, I discovered a recurrent theme in their responses.
Faculty often lack a strong conceptual justification for the innovative
programs and methods they are inked to execute. The result is lack of
commitment, resistance to change, and the development of programs
that are somewhat superficial. Innovations seem to be stopgap meth-
ods to alter symptoms. 'Real issues are sometimes lost as teachers learn
thslogistics of new methodologies, and the result is grass without roots.
How we teach oWurns what we teach, and the conceptual foundation
of curricula has Ken ignored.

Students often misunderstand the new programs and enroll in
those ill-suited to them. One student I know, after two weeks in a self-
paced instructional television course, decided to drop it because he
preferred "a re eacher and a real classroom." There are probably
teachers in c of self-paced courses who would prefer to be real
teachers tea in real classrooms.

I ion that is not directly tied to the most basic objectives
and philosophies of our institutions is superfluous. And since the most
basic component of the community college is its target community,
educators must evaluate innovation in terms of its constituency. Is the
community college's role to change-the community or to respond to the
community's changes? With typical democratic diplomacy, the
community cone. educator will probably say that the institution's role
is lame of bothto be sensitive to the community's changes as well to

1
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be a change agent. Educators must determine which of tliese chal-
lenges their innovations are designed to m&t.

If community colleges are to assess how well they are accom-
plishingtheir mission, they must face their own innovations with more
candor. They must be willing to evaluate how well they meet commu-
nity needs and desires, ?rot simply whether they incorporate current
educational trends. They must learn to assess the present with a keener
eye to the past and an almost flawless intuition of the future.

redefining "community" .

'Almost tWo'decades ago Paul Goodman, in Growing Up Ab-
,surd, all but pronounced the "community" dead at leatt in its Aristo-
!chin sense. Goodman attributes youth's resignation and cynicism to
growing up in a world with no true- community, no frolic, a society
"deficient in many of the mast elementary objective opportunities and
worthwhile goals that could make growing up possible" (1960, p. 12).
If "community" no longer exists, it can hardly be expected, like the
polls, to be educative, and Goodman adamantly claims that the school
as -we ' traditionally know it cannot replace the community. Ins this
sense, students of the sixties were "unschooled," and many of Good -

man's predictions were 'realized in upheavals, demonstrations, and
endless numbers of movements, as youth demanded an educatio. n on
their terms.

Goodman was not alone in his desire to approach an Athenian
sense of education by which all citizens were brought to their fullest
potential. Other critics began to say education should not be a segre-
gated activity bound by time slots, rigid curricula, and specified sites.
JOhn d notes this narrow concept, "Schools and teachers have
been ?riluils for so long that we now equate them with education and,
worse, with learning" (1973, p. 214). Rilikuming the educative function
to a base broader than that of formal inaitutions ofeduclhon seems tot
be a pervasive direction. Willis Harman (1973, p. 66) notes the follow-
ing from the President's Commission on National Goals:

The paramount goal . . . is to guard the rights of the individ-
ual, to ensure his development, and to enlarge his opportunity.
All of our institutions political, social, and economicmust
further enhance the dignity of the citizen, promote the maxi-
mum development 8f his capabilities, stimulate their responsible
exercise, and widen the range and effectiveness of opportunities
for individual choice. . . . The first national goals to be piar-
sued . . . should be the development of each individual to his
fullest potential. Self-fulfillment is placed at the.summit [cif the

14
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order of value;]. All other re relegated to lower orders of
priority. The central goal, there Id be a renewal of faith
in the infinite value and the unlim t ibilities of individual
developr&m. .

c"0-*

The democratization oastbation means more than increasing
enrollment figures. may come1/4 to mean "everybody .educating
everybody and' everything." To adoptthe name community college in,
the midst of such expanding definitions of both education and commu-
nity was, at theTry least, quixotic. Obviously, community college
educators are still coming to grips with-the scope of-this challelge.

The college cannot afford elitism, since it exists in a theoretical
paradigm that claims all institutions are educative. Its resources are
adequate but certainly not as extensive as the combihed resources of
the entire community it sehres. As educators continually define their
communitya polls filled with -hardware, software, and humat-
ware their role' of service-becomes clear. The community college' is
not a panacea; it is merely a part of the function of community, It
shares hopefully in the commonalities and communications that bind
together the members of the community.

The community college that neglects to utilize the resources of-

its target community demonstrates an 'embarrassing ignorance of the
meaning of its own name. Utilizing the resources of a community
necessitates an ongoing investigatioq aimed at disco4ring ways people
and institutions may be mutually constructive in helping each other
realize their potettial. Fifth - century Athens we are not. But the quality
of life in America today greatly depends on our ability to effect a sense
of coimunity and the community college must model the desire and
me for doing this.

committing to an adaptive mode

4_
.

In addition to locating ourselves in the present and redefining
consinunity, we must commit ourselves to moving from selective. to
adaptive modes if we are to cope with new4"Fctions. In an article dis-
cussing schooling of the future, Robert Glaser (1975) makes a clear dis-
tinction between selective and adaptive education. Traditionally,
schools have been selective in that they use various psychometric de-
vices to predict student success and subsequently offer educational ex-
periences that involve only those skills and aptitudes tested. In this
sense, selectivity narrows both instructional modes and curriculum and
ultimately cannot meet the expanding needs of a changing commu-
nity. More importantly, this mode of educating cannot accommodate
the individual differences of students. In the adaptive Mode of educa-



tion, the institution attempts to meet students' needs, rather than ex-
pecting students to change to meet the school's needs.

According to Glaser, there are at least three essential character-
isfics of an adaptive mode. The f ; is that learning experiences are
tailored to match student modes of ing bawd on aptitudes and ex-
periences- . The second is that individaal cognitive style in pacing is ac-
commodated, which naturally requires dissolving the arbitrary sched-
uling that has typified traditional educajion. Thelhird essential is that
traditional classification selection, such as placement and aptitude

is abandoned. Glaser's objection to such instruments as
they now exist is that they are only descriptive and offer little or no

-prescription fot the meanekdeveloping new educational experiences.
In discussing an impending instruction revolution, Harold E.

Mitzel (1973, p. 229) echoes Glaser's prediction: 01 predict that the
impending instruction revolution will shortly bypass the simple idea of
individualizing instruction and move ahead to the more sophisticated
notion of providing adaptive education.

Certainly this transition from selective to adaptive modes of
education is a continuation of the concept of community mentioned
earlier. Since the goal of the poi/4 is to help every citizen realize his or
her maximum potential. it, is necessary to avoid prescribing desired po-
tentials. In other words, what is learned comes from the unique poten-
tial of the individual learner, not from the institution doing the teach-
ing. The future survivil of the eqhmunity college is contingent on its
ability to be adaptive. illbhough thicorkept is certainly not new to the
community college philosophy, it represents a scope grander than the 't
founders of die movement dielmed possible.

Adaptive education seems a lofty extension of the community
college commitment to thellterhocratization of schooling. And just as it
is difficult to quasion the inherent value of baseball, hot dogs, and
apple pie, it seems unwise to resist the impending instructional revolu-
tion. But if change is t9 be improvement, it must be effeited with fore-
thought, caution, and insightful conceptualization. Arc there, for
exailnkle, potential dangers in the transition from selective to Jdaptive..,
modes of education? Is it possible that a pervasive commitment to ai-
vdsity will dissolve the sense of commonality on which community is
based? Will a singular focus give fray to a blurred vision lacking cla
of direction or purpose? In a'recent article (1975, p. 48) and in his 4;
earlier The Reforming of General Education, Daniel Bell reminds uikif
the importance of the centrality of conceptual inquiry as the base for
knoWledge. He also reestablishes the importance of "normative ques-

a rational r liberal education. General education cannot be,
diversit,y a ne and must direct some of its inquiry to what

have in common. The value of adaptive education seems obvi-

lb
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ous; less obvious, however, are th# potential dangers of embracing it
with a lack of insight, in bandwagon fashion.

conduiion

The community college is assured of remaining an exciting in-
stitution since it hits always thrived on challenge, and never has the
challenge been more awesome. Community College educators must
prepare for the future by candidly assessing their institution- in the
present, defining cozsmunity and responding with deliberate innova-
tion, and cautiously making the transition from selective to adaptive
education with a firm conceptual rationale for doing so.

As a community college instructor, lyend to think that getting
ready for new missions is not my concern. Leave it to the thinkers, ,the
theorists, and perhaps the administrators, I say to myself. I also think
the community college movement can stand on its ownit will take
can of itself. But this, attitude is responsible for the few things I now
dislike about the movement. If I an part of the polis, I am responsible
to it and myself. I cannot afford teLbe retiring. I must demand of my
college that it be a place where I realize mypotetitial And in turn give
back of my abilities and energies. My students will be demanding the
same of meand I of them.
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Faculty member of community colleges, reacting to
the frustrations of cold% with what are perceived as

``excessive and unnecessary roles thrust upon
th)c collages, aro concerned about their future

as viable institutions.

what is a college for?,

bette slutsky

Let's be candid about the ma' jor issue the community college today:
tbe low academic achievement of its students. The majority of our stu
dents are ei3phernistically called nontraditional. Most of them axe

, .disadvantaged. Wiatever the cause of this 'disadvantage. the Oct re-
.l

IliallIS that our students are ilisabletk yes, crippled academically.
Many if sits most of the high school graduates and others admitted to
the college ate unable to read beyond the grade school level. There has
been**. in the student body, from the well-prepared. baccillau-
rea students to the n71- prepared. lbw shift has resulted in
the cosrursunity college taking on roles s to meet the needs of'
this newer typed student body. We have so many diverse roles
that we are floundering for a sound of who we are, while seem-
inky enjoying great success as measured by the numbers of Andean
enrolled. However. students are disillusioned: they expected to be in a
college, but they find few image programs. Fatuity members are de-'
moralized: they expected some students of college-level ability. but
they find that most able students no longer attend the image -poor col-
lege. The reputation of conimunity colleges in American higher educa-
tion. always a bit shaky from lack of identification. is not only &din-
ing. but fix some has reached bottom. \

What. thin. should a community college be? What can it do for
college-age tend who do not have the qualifiCations to succeed in

Nov Difedifivas fvor Comeimasty Whim 24. 1
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most of the programs it offers? What should the goals of the college be?
Should we attempt to be all things to all people?

When the junior collegis embraced comprehensiveness and
became community colleges. they expanded their mission to include
adult education, career educations vocational education. community-
based education. and skill-training education. as well as the traditional
academic freshman and sophomore transfr programs. The ideal of
the democratization of postsecondary education was thought to had
been realized. As the programs increased. qualified students continued
to enroll. The quality of programs was high. regardless of type. (What
is apparent but frequently, overlooked, is that in reality success in any
one of these programs requires reading beyond grade school levels.),

-With the'shift in the types of students. atteticling and as new
missions were added. there was Increased need for rernediatiOn, finan.
dal aid, tutoring: and-other assistance programs. Each new mission
and auxilliary functionawas an attempt to-meet the needs of the new
type of community college student. Each has ffad very limited success.
Some say the lack of success can be attributed to the academically
trained and change-resistant liberal arts faculty who may be less than
eager to dkal with unprepared students.

But as 'a rule community college faculty members are not
against innovation. Thryhave been enthusiastic supporters of new pro-
grams. However, they are now angrykt the manner in what'll these new
programs are introduced and iliplemented. Many of the programs are
thrust on the college by state legislgtures. and state and' local boards
without regard fokj.he conseqUences. The result is ill-conceived
programs. elimination of course requirements. lowering of standards,
and increased interference in courses and curricula. This continual
invasion has produced a profound frustration in many of the faculty. .-All that seems to matter to those' governing the colleges is the number .e

of students. As a result, what the faculty thinks a college should be and
what the college really is are at opposite poles. Social justice and equal */
educational opportunity are ideals shared by the entire educational
community: it is the perversion of-these ideals that its to tillphling r
that the college is being debased.

faculty concern over missions seen as inappropriate

Some faculty may be arrogant and continue to live under the il-
lusion that they are u9iversity professors who through some siege of
bad luck 'are teaching theirspecialty to freshman and sophomore two -
year

*nstitution. However, a majority of faculty
year students. of faculty have no emotional or profes-
sional commitment t
rnernbers are concernerittinvolved. They are anxious a.tthey see the

C *



trends that have made the college a social agency. an an» of the
money-dispensing bureaucrat-T. The college is no longer a place for the
college-level student. The facility see the decline in such students as a
threat to their jobs. They dO not believe that this decline is inevitable
but rather one tsar is encouraged by present policies and the lack'of
clout that liberal arts preparation has in the current job market.

So we liberal arts faculty moan, wring our. hands. utter many
"oh dean" and other stronger remarks. give new. suggestive titles to
Our courses, try to "recruit" students (Ate you a plant freak? Try our
botany course and see lots of freaky thingsI), lower our standards, and
just try to hang in there:

What are these new missions that produce anxiety and anger in
? Is it true, as home say, that community colleges have

halfway houses for all kinds of adults who canndt,cope with the
Is it true that the major guideline for determining course

offerings is how much money they will bring from the money-given?
Unable to afford to go to college? That's all right. The College

mil pay you to attend. While many of the students rightly benefit from
the financial aid given, many donne to school just to collect a check.
Littleattempt is made to see whether these students are regularly
attending class or making academic progress. Students continue to
receive checks long after they have stopped attending. The ones that'
are enticed to school by the protlist .of cash-on-the-line, are not the
ones motivated to learn. Paper work increases. staff increases, rules
and increase. Student ability decreases. The ideal of being
open to all regardless of ability to pay has been achieVed. But it has
been perverted by the lack of screening for the barest essential skills for
semen.

Unable to read or write? That's all right. You don't have to
know how to read or write. We do a tremendous job of remediation. In
some community colleges, up to-90 percent of the .students belong to
this remedial group. Why do we assume that we can remedy what
twelve years of schooling has not been able to remedy? In his article
"How to Kill a College: The Private Papers of a Campus Dean,"
Theodor Gross, dean of humanities at the City University of New
York, say! that it is a mistake to think that giving language training will
prepare students for college-level work. Why do we permit remedial
students to enroll in chernist4, anatomy, literature, humanities? Why

4:2 require proof of financial need to qualify for tutoring? What
we do about the impact the large numbers of remedial students

have on college-level courses? The idea of being open to all regardless
of ability to succeed has been achieved. But we have perverted this
ideal, too, by not offering appropriate programs for the levels of ability
of our students.

20
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Unqualified for employment? That's' all right. We offer many 01:34.
fine vocational program. But there is a mismatch between the stu-
.dents, the programs.. and available jobs. According to Bureau of
Labor Statistics projections occupations needing the most workers in
the nett ten years are health. engineering. drafting, accounting. secre-

. tarial. and, public service. Jobs in these fields gcrbegking for lack of
competent people to fill them. But each requiirt a level of competency
that most of our students cannot and do not attain. In each of those
fields, reading and writing above grade school levels is an absolute
necessity.

Unable to keep upunth your class work? pon't drop out. We
lose money if you drop out. Ve will do everything possible to retain you
as a siuden4. The faculty will be given responsibility for keeping you on
the class list. A recent faculty committee study, on student attrition in
our institution listed several reasons for student withdraWals. 'ranging
from personal problems to lack of motivation. to poor self-concept, to
inadequate skills. to the students' incorrect perception of their colle-

,giate commitments. Each of these has some basis in the student, yet the
remedies called for addressed only *hat the faculty must do for the
students. The ideal of providing qualified. competent teachers has
been realized. But it Was been perverted by allowing the students to
take no responsibility for themselves.

implications and suggestions

Most everyone at one time or another may be tempted so try
what is currently in vogue. In the matter of dress, hair length. of games
people play, the consequences may be slight or great depending on so-
ciety's reaction to them. The community college is ruSt immune to em-
bracing fads in education. We have had our hula hoops and pet rocks.
WT en you do not know who you are or what you wan to be, it is easy to
be misled into believing that new is better and that because everyone is
doing it. we must do it too. The new directions, the new missions, the
new programs are not discussed.planned.for. evaluated in terms of
consequences. cost, and contribution to society. Nor are basic ques-
tions raised: What is a college for? What effect will this involvement or
that program have on the existing institution? Is this something that
will enhance the school as an educational institution? Will it add to our
pride in the institution? Should this program be part of a college or
some ixtler institution? Our colleges are being 'debased by the
abandonment of merit. standards, and competency. We are no longer

.even mediocre. It pains those of us who have had a long commitment
to the community college to see what has happened to vonce-proud.
exciting, and first-class institution. The very trends that have seen the

fa:
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demise of the ceinununitay college as a' quality institution are the ones
that have resulted in the loss of student; with college aspirations and
qualifications. Let it be a. new nirion of the community college to
serve those adults who qualify, and cin benefit from college-level work.

for those who do not qualify: a sew kind of institution with
4 realiic programs geared to the many different kinds of students, may

be the answer. As itjrnow, the community college is a remedial center,
a vocational center.-an adult center, a career centeor, a community cen-
ter, a senior citizen center, a center for non-English speaking people. a
local recreation center. and last and least of all, a college. Perhaps we
need some restructuring so thai the centers and the college are recogib
nixed as having different missions. Perhaps it is time to evaluate how
appropriate to a college are all the missions we have uncritically_
accepted. No doubt all these missions need doing. but one institution
cannot do them all.

p
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e"--)On helping isamansties programs
rise from the ashes.

a valencian phoenix:
new life for humanities

j. louis schlegel

The encounter with classroom reality hais caused many teachers.
like Abelard meeting the relatives of Eloise,

to lose their bearings.
Herbert GOld. "A Dog in Brooklyn. a Girl in Detroit

Life Among the Humanities"

ti

after he quit teaching humanities, novelist: short story writer, and
lessayset Herbert Gold wrote an essay to explain that it was impossible

for him to make "the History of Everything in Culture" relevant to stu-
dents' lives. He pointed out that ie frantic classroom race through the
philosophy, art, music, and literature of the Western world loft tno
many students wandering aimlessly in the backstretch or even siding
dazed in the starting gate. Meanwhile, the faculty, like disciplined
geldings, trotted diTigently but impotently around the track, crossing
the finish line alone.

Despite his protest that he was not a loss to the teaching .

profession, humanities ingvuctors of Gold's breadth, vision, and style
are indeed rare. They ought to be able to find a place in teaching.
Unfortunately, too many faculty are thrown into the humanities dams-

Nee Demakes for Commernaty Gaga. t4. ma 23 19 .
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room with link or no idea of what they can do for students who seem
more concemediabout making the payments on their Firebird* than in
breaking the chains that imprison them in the caves of ignorance.

This is the way it was at Valencia Community College when we
started our humanities program in 1967. For the first few years, the lot.
of us faculty and students burned ourselves out in an emasculating
tradition that too frequently produced, not knowledge, but the cinders

of failure. But it is not that way here anymore, for we have, like the
phoenix, risen from our own ashes. We think that at Valencia we have
begun a new life for teaching and learning humanities.

While Valencia Community College is not an educational
utopia, we enjoy several assets. First, we are only in our eleventh year
a relatively new institution.. We do not haye to storm the bastions of
tradition to present # new idea. Second, our administration is commit-
ted to constructive innovation. All faculty are encouraged to plan and
implement new courses and .fresh approaches to old courses. Third..
humanities at Valencii are conceived as in,terdisciplinary. In fact, fac-
ulty in the humanities department have been selected for theif ability
to integrate the various disciplines under the umbrella of humanities.

These asset have provided a rich academic environment
cooperation and sharing that has fostered personal, departmental, an
institutional growth. Humanities faculty at Valencia have tremendous
rapport within both the department and the college. Every project
mentioned in this paper is a result of the direct involvement and coop-
eration of more than one instructor. From the beginning in 1967, the
humanities faculty members have shared concerns about student
learning and curriculum devel ent. We have shared both success
and failure. Our success. in ct, has been in great pan a result of our
willingness to admit at es that we tried but failed, but we believe
that a dynamic faculty mu fed free to take calculated risks. So as we
grew, we talked about new ideas and approaches in teaching; we
shared our enthusiasm about what we had read; we got excited about
what other institutions were doing. At_Valencia, cooperation smoothed
somewhat the rob ascent from our graduate degrees to the glare of
classroom reality.

finding problems

Our insight into problems and solutions was not a gift from God
or the graduate school. Our university study had not Ppared us to
solve the problems; it had not prepared us even to find them. It had, if
anything, been responsible for our committing the errors that caused
the problems, for it had as if should have focused on content.
Protected by the armor of a signed contract and the shield of a course
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outline, s4-charged into the community college classroom discipline
at the ready. We came to rout the philistines with logic and fact. We
were ill-equipped to defeat the heathen hordes.,

My own first semester is a study for the academic tactician.
During my first five weeks at Valencia, I had given inspiring

lectures on Greek civilization. It will, I felt, time for the first esamina-
tion..Always a foe of the objective test (too concerned witl) rote learn-
ing), I had decided to give an essay test, one thatould "cover the sub-
ject." I wanted content and synthesis. Mrquestion would ask the stu-
dents' to bring together lecture notes, text assignments, outsids
reading, and their own ideas all In a neatly writtel essay. My ques-
tion was compiehensive: "Define Greek humanism and show bow it is
reflected in the literature of the Iliad, Orestia,..and 13acchae; the phil-
osophycoophy of Plato and Aristotle; tr the art and architecture of the..

The results out olive classes? Ninet* Fs, sixty palling grades;
not many As or Bs.

Having re/terned the exams, I asked every student with a D or
below to sche4sle a conference. Using a tape, I recorded the confer-
ences. Most" the students confessed that they had not been reading
and had nes prepared for the examination. They thought they would
be able to pull it together from the lectures. They admitted that my
instructions were clear.

Whose fault? I had organized and deliveredmy lectures; I had
given clear test directions; I had given the test academic integrity.
They had not read the material; they had not studied; they had not, in
short, tried.

The drnester continued. Some students became true believers;
they knew I meant business. They took notes, read the text. studied in
the library, and drew a lot of it together on the tests. But more than
half continued to fail.

Academic integrity intact, I approached the aid of the
semester with half my students making Fs. Inteirity notwithstanding, I
knew I had to do something. I leaned heavily on serviceable but
nonacademic standards: good attendance.lunicipated in class disco-
sion, really tried, smiles frequently. pretty little girl, good of boy. . . .

In their evaluation, students emphasized the disasetr; they were
not happy. Some faulted the material (too much ssuffio cover), some

`denigrated the organization (could not take notes, could not follow
lecture), some criticized the presentation (talked too fast', did not make
assignmensitlear), many quibbled about evaluation (never could take
essay tests, not an.English course). The few "tough but good" accolades
took away somnof the sting. My colleagues' confessions that they had
the issue problems were small comfort.

2;,
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Thus the real problem was to spot the real problem. Instead of
blaming lazy studelus, public schools, negligent parents, I started to
blame myself and to look carefully at what I was doing. The student
success 1 knew, was directly'related to good leaching, and good
teaching was a product of careful selection, logical organization, clear
presentation. and sensible evaluation. Student evaluations had already
told me that.And they had told me something else: The course as I was
teaching it did not relate to students' lives.

some solutions

The dis.\mal results of the first semester made me doubt the tele-.
r'Itance of humanities study io on; students. I was not sure,that all
il'adents needed to appreiaie the masterpieces of -painting. music,
literature. architecture. sculpture. 1 wondered if After this exposure
they would. indeed. 4ppreciate the masterpieces we studied. 1 doubted
if someday those students, especially the failures, would look back and
thank me for opening their eyes to Western culture. Because I tend to
be a here ancl now persortmyself. I knew I.,had to figure out a way to
make my humanities course have personal m2inning for students here
and now.

It took me about a yefr and a halnts cope with the major prob-
.

lems. For our thing. I foundNout" that I had little sense of direction,
assuming that saturating the students with facts would somehow bring

/about
To charge from early Greek civilization to the Renaissance

about the synthesis I really wanted. For another. the course was too

1 ip a semester vinually assured a cursory examination. It was impossible
for the student to distingui4 the imponant from-the unimponant.

So-I began to ask myself questions. What were my goals? What
did I want the students to do? Is this selection redly necessary? Will this
esiay, story. play. poem. painting. sculpture have personal value to the
student? What can I leave out? What must be included?

These questions forced the to examine everything and to ask
more questions. Is this lecture really necessary? Is thiamuch of this lec
ture necessary? Do I stave to give a historical backgrottad, a.biographi-
cal sketch of every author, an analysis of writing style. dramatic struc-
ture. philosophical background. dates. names? My questions made me
aware of the heavy content in a regular lecture. I began to understand
why my students were conftfied. 4

Theii confusion was evident in their answers on my tests. It was
.

ckar in the papers of those who, when asked a critical question about

1
a play. answered by telling the story. It was evident in the answers of
those who ignored the question and wrote down everything they could
remember about the topic. It was:evidcnrin the unorganized spate of

2 6,
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de;iy stated ideas. It was evident in answers
undigested critical comments meant to
to want. .

that hum'anities could best be understood if -
the students mastered si few basic concepts. These concepts, once
understood,, could became a solid foundation for the examination of
facts. These bag could come from primary material: the essays of
Montaipe, the plays of Sophocles, the poetry of Danie. Students could
use the concepts as a pegboard, gather from carefully selected primary
materials a limited number of basic facts, and hang those facts on the
comet pegboard. Sludyllig for a test would mean simply arranging the
facts on the pegboard in some orderly form that made sense to the
student.

Unfortunately, I discovered that many available humanities
textbooks have too much introductory material filled with 4ivatered-
down descriptions and summaries. Theie texts virtually ignored
primary matter. Many that did contain primary material &mall*
inundated students with too many and too lengthy selections.

I had settled on primary material as the basis of study for sever-
al reasons. Fast of all, the writing of originators challenges the'itudents
by making them think critically for themselves. They are fprml to look
for relationships, not merely to absorb passively connections and
interpretations made for them by textbook writers. Second, primary
material, even in translation, puts the readers close to the writer's
original language and thus closer to the original organization. Careful
study of the primary text forces students to take a close look at the
meanings of words, both denotations and connotations It makes them
aware of how language has changed and how °that change has affected
our understanding. A fringe benefit is that students become acutely

*conscious of `their own use of words and the necessity for clear organiza-
tion. Third, investigating primary sources .puts studdits in intimate
touch with both logical illogical thought processes of the minds at
work. The work of organized minds provides models on which students

,.can begin to form their own styles of thought.

look& like a dream reality to me
. .

..irHow can students examine primary saprces intelligently when
they have serious reading problems? How ea otudents organize the
ideas and facts they get from these sources_ when they organize and
write their,own ideas and facts poorly? It is not easy, but it can be
*done. "'%-.tc'

PS fal

For one thing, start with a dear and simple concept and let that
concept establish the boundkries, be the organizational pegboard on

4,
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which to the supporting c and facts. Second, End a meta-
phor that the students to see, 11, touch, taste, .hear the con-
cept. ltird, begin with primary material that has a reading level
students-can handle. It does not have to be a traditional classic, for you
are after proms, not content; an approach to learning, not pedantry.
In.fact, starting with a traditional "classic" reading assignment merely
proves to the students that instructors are unreasonable and makes
clear to instructors that students are iffitsrate and uninformed.

Let me illustrate how we at Valencia approached the prob'em.
In an introductory humanities course, we started off with a lecturon
the concept of an objective and subjective reality. We had assigned-
Richard Bach's Jonathan Livingston Seagisa as primary material.
Although critics may disagree about the value ot Bach's best seller, we
knew that (1) most students would enjoy readirig it, (2) most students
could read it with understandi#ng, and (3) most students, therefore,
would read it.

We read Jonathan and examined it from the point of view of
objective and subjective reality. We looked closely at Bach's word
choice, studied his ideas, and discussed the objective and subjective
possibilities of his ideas.

By refusing to allow the students to wander detside the general
boundaries of objective and subjective reality as we defined them, we
were able to restrict the potential for choice that had before over-
whelmed and confused the students. As a result, some exciting things

whappened. First, students were talking about what they did fmd, not
that they thought they were supposed to find. Second, students found

that different people have different perspectives and that many indi-
viduals produce many perspectives. Third, students found that an
answer was right when it was adequately supported, not when it hap-
pelliedtto agree with what they thought the teacher thought.

Our early classroom activity was highly structured. Working on
the pegboard of objective and subjective reality, we used the ideas and
facts from Jonathan as the pegs. A typical classroom activity will
illustrate. A student would discuss a passage he or she liked. The class-
room routine was simple: (1) explain the context in which the quoted
passage appears, (2) define the concept as it appears to. you, (3) show
the relationship between the quotation, the context and the concept.
By insisting that the comments be directly related to the concept, we
were able to focus the students' discussion andthus keep them from the
confusion twat frequently 'wastes their time and energy. A,ssured that
we would be guided, by the structure, the students knew how to prepare
fOr the examinations. We loosened the structure as the course devel-
oped and the students matured. Maslen, however, the students were
providing their own structure.



We pie assay examinationsrof course, for we believe that wi-
dens often write themselves into understanding, that writing is disco.-
ay. We know that the synthesis we are after often does not occur until
she stsidents wrke.

61 Although we refuse to tolerate shabby writing, we do not at first
expect miracles. Even though we tell students they must write
acceptably, we know the first test is likely to feature unclearly stated
iciias (or no ideas at all), inadequate details, confused organization, in-
adequate coherence, wordiness, and erratic spelling, capitalization,
and pinctuation.

Regardless of the student writing problems, we insisted that
they write, for when students write, they carry on an inner dialogue
with . To expo* their ideas clearly, they must choose their

. When students plan and write, they act; when they
take a giant step toward intellectual maturity.

a. blank sheet of paper forces students to confront thein
selves. The student writing is the student in angukh. Even though edu-
cationists have worked hard in the last few years ,to remove anguish
from learning, Kierkegaard makes clear that "Orily he who is in
anguish finds repose." Concerned that our students eventually must
find repose, we feel they should suffer the proper amount of anguish,
the anguish of the white sheet. Out of this anguish emerges self-
confidence in'tbeir ability to read, think clearly, organize, and express
themselves lucidly..

To those who question the academic integrity'of a hunianities
course that includes Jonathan Livingston Seagull, we Have an answer.
We are more concerned with the concept of objective and sehjective
reality than we are with the example that illustrates the concept. And
we know that this concept was developed by Plato in "The Allegory of
the Cave," a challenging dialogue indeed. From Bach to Plato is not an
impossible leap. Jonathan's flight, we discovered, allows Plato's dia-

.

Logue to come alive, for the ideas and facts of both can be.put in place
on the pegboard.

True, most studentif enrolling in Valencia's humanities courses
do not read, write, or think as accurately as we would hie them to.
Therefore humanities instructors have three options: They can take an
exalted position, remain there, and leave the students where dm are.
They can discover the students' level, go there, and stay. They can
disaiver the stuents' level, go there, take the students by the hand,
and then by careful steps bring them up to a higher level. The
instructors' early descent in our courses lasts about five weeks of a
fourteen-week session. At the end of five weeks, however, most students
can handle both concepts and facts. From this foundation, the stu-
dents find their own way to an understanding of the humanities.

2-



really counts is what the student is able to do at the end of
the (Anse. We discovered that we were forming clear objectives and
goals. We were also discovering that careful structuring was neansary
to reach those gods. Paradoxically, as the ,structure became more
rigid. the method of reaching the gals became less important. For and
thing, no two classes had the same tastes. As a result, a method that
worke0 with one group might very well fail with another. But no
mattek what method we used, we discovered that all students benefited
whey, the foundation we established could bear the weight of their
questions, irrelevancies, skills deficienciel, personal idiosyncrasies.

00 The key to success is to establish a pegboard structure on which
to hang whatever content seems relevant. For motivation, we dangled
bait we felt the students ld take readily and waited patiently formu
them to grab it and run. ire kept the drag of content loot until they
swallowed the bait. When the basics had been swallowed, we set the
hook solidly and adjusted the drag; thus the sweet and tasty bait of
Jonathan could be followed by the saltier, more challenging, more
substantial Plato. We did not care what bait we started with; we did
care about the -haul we brought home.

This new approach caused student evaluations to improve. It
was clear that the students thought they had learned to read, to think,
and to express themselves clearly. They said they were sharing new per-
ceptions with each other, anat had developed confidence in their abili-
ties to express themselves to otIers.

Meanwhile; we were growing ourselves. For one thing, the posi-
tive evaluations were flattering, a real lift to our personal and profes-
sional egos. For another, we were confident enough in the general suc-
cess of what we had done to risk agreement on department goals a
task virtually impossible for most humanities departments. Finally, we
had become aware of huminities' special potential for allowing stu-
dents to share in the culture of thi Western world.

curriculum breakthrough

These discoveries suggested curriculum changes. It was clear,
for instInce, that we were trying to cover too much material in two
semesters. In the first we tried to gallop from Greek civilization
through the Renaissance; in the second w ttempted to tear from the
baroque period through the twentieth c ury. Unfortunately we never
had time to cover the distance. In Sion I, we dallied so long in
Greece and died so thoroughly. in the Middle Ages that we I:4re%, had
time Pipe reborn in the Renais ce. During Session II we lamentedsa
the fact that we hardly had time enter World War I, let alone fight
it. We left the electronic age, t one our students lived in, to Alvin
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Weer. same Pathos Shock, werentioned. was available in the book-
store.. The students inew about baroque furniture but continued to
Ike in inane duo&

Aware dike irony, we develope4a course in twentieth-ceritury
immossities. As a nu* we reduced the fest come tp Greek through
gothic and reduced the second to Renaissance through romenticism.
These *binges allowed us to trot from the Greeks to the Goths, Miter
4.11111iiiiiteMilinee to the end of the nineteenth century,and lope
through tie seventy-eight years of the twentieth century. Reducing the
puce gave the students a better chance to view the scenery.

the twentieth century".

Developing a course in twentieth-century humanities was not
easy. Because I had been most vocal about needing it. I was asked to
develop it. It did not take me long to discover chat I knew very little
about the twentieth century. Textbooks were scandalously short of no-
m-dime material on our own century. Most included nothing beyond
the nineteenth; a few covered the nineteenth and the early, very early,
twentieth. I discovered that my twentieth- century graduate work had
been very thin. It had consisted of slick critiques of twentieth-century
literary clerics, outline series pamphlets. and detailed lecture notes
from grad courses.

After much frantic searching. I found what seemed to me tcrbe
the most suitabk tact available. It covered the nineteenth and =fly
twentieth centuries. I prepared frantically; my students Cooperated; I
soon found out that both my background and the MI were inade-
quate. We got bogged down in the nineteenth century and only by
sheer strength of will did we move into the twentieth century to about
1926. the year of my birth.

The second semester was nat.:much better. for I hadiull not
found the general concepts that linked twentieth century facts.
Material on the twentieth century abounded in periodicals, but it was
virtually impossible to select without first setting up a concept peg-
board. It was clear that no single text Would help me do what I felt
needed to be done.

During the third semester. another humanities instructor
audited my coarse. Following virtually every class meeting. we
=changed ideas about what I was doing. Our discussions created an
atmosphere that led to insight and synthesis. For one thing. we both
read voraciously in the period. Realizing that the traditional humani-
ties boundaries were too narrow for this electronic age. we branched
oat, reading heavily in ilie p sciences, social sciences, and
mathematics. Our work together our perspectives so that
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we finally fotindwhat 'seemed to us to be some major concepts implicit
in our reading.

F mple,,whde Undying tBle times between the two world
wart, we Miscluded that tie period sins dominated by what we all the
"Myth of Inevitable Ritional Progress.".This concept, a ghost fioin the
Age of Reason, was based on the assumption that man can solve WI
problems by rational means. Our class assignments. lectures, and dis-
cussions included examples from twentieth-century literature, music,,
an, and architecture that illustrate and attack that concept. T. S.
Eliot's "Wasteland." for instance, points out that a culture dominated
by such4a utopian myth becomes a sterile intellectual desert. We devel-
oped this wasteland concept by using dadaist art, seleasions front
Alfred North Whitehead's Religion mid Science, a shortt story by
Hermann Hesse, the spatial music of Edgard Varese, and the architec-
ture of LeCorbusier and other's. By affixing these particulars to our
pegboard of the "Myth of Inevitable Rational Progress," we got the
students to see that the expressions of individual geniuses of the. time
give voice and form to this underlying intellectual framework.

By the end of the semester, we were sure there was no sir%Ie text
on the market. We also knevi.that traditional material and yellowed
notes were irrelevant. We k7WW:..that iqstructors of twentieth-century
humanities courses were on their own.

The next semester another faculty inemberkoined us_ We com-
bined our material and began developing our own text s-CommUnsent
and Creativity (1975). which is now published.

Our work in twentieth-century humanitietpaid off in one other
way. pecause we have been able to see our own tune in perspective, we
have him better able to see other times in perspective. It is fairly easy,
for instance, to look back at Lysistrata and Taming of the Shrew if one
looks from the viewpoint of today's women's liberation movement.
Because our perspective is more realistic, we have been able to help
students understand their own times and thus 'eel past times in terms of
What they understand. Where was a time (as many textbooks prove)
when humanities faculties virtually ignored the twentieth century, per-
haps because they felt that time was needed to allow the gOod to come
to the top. Thus they'ignored the recent past in favor of the remote
paw We think our program makes clear that to understand the past,
students and instructors =at see its relevance to the present.

on the drawing board

In addition to the efforts dekribed here we have developed a humani-
ties component for inclusion'n occupational education programs; we
have alas helped shape an interdisciplinary studies program for general

3 '4
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our success io far and by the etidanclana of
and students, we have plain for further devel-

tnuthes (1111S)Afaculty have berm to deign
program for studeins in tichnical and 00cup:duel programs.

somber' of the hasommitiet faculty are developing a test for the
classical and medieval periods. They will approach these periods by .

aching contemporary quektions and by attempting to show through pri-
mary sources hoc:the ancients attempted to answer virtually the same
gouda' in their times. .

Through cooperation and hard work, Valencia faculty have
achieved personal, departmental, aqd institutional growth. This
ongoing, exciting procets has established an evolutionary development
that we feel has kept the faculty fromatagn.titig and thrstudents from
being fed from yellowed notes of the past. Whether we have taken a
new direction or merely reawakened some old ideas is not important:
what is important is that our program and our faculty and students are
alive and living with new ideas and facts that have become a part of
their lives.'

The Harvard Experiment, the publi which seems to be
racking. the academic boat, has been a doe g reality at Valencia

which

for the put several years. The waves caused tw that prestigious institu-
tion's experiment, likely to be widely hailed and much admired, may
tell us at Valencia whether we have been charting a favorable course in
the humanities.
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independent human studies

suzanne kaplan
gordon wilson

The Independent Human Studies (IHS) progrwn was begun three
years ago at Schoolcrah College as an alternative method of earning
academic credits. It was developed by two/acuity members who had
cane to the realization that, traditionally. insapctors learn a great
deal from the preparation and research they put into teaching; and
that students, no matter bow competent and motivated, learn. tome-
what Ian. It follows. then, that the students should probably be doing
what teachers have always donedelineating the area of loudly. posing
ripcords questions. gathering resources, synthesizing information, stat-
ing the theses. choosing the method of presentation. asking and assfiver-
lag questions. setting the schedules, and taking responsibility for meet-
ing deadlines.

Three other issues were of cameo in the initial plapning and
haveteinained hical points throughout the program's eiteie

One is the divition of knowledge into fairly arbitrary courses
and deparunena, which is more the result of school taxonomies than
of a natural segmentation of the material itself. Just how arbitrary this
is is denicrirated by the variety of classification systems in different
institaiont; yetoshativer the system. it is inviolate.

The' licalict*be it the almost exclusive emphasis in post-
. .s.

Now IllmaloofoiCsasdeunity C.414,49. 24, MI 34. 27
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secondary education on contentALopposed to shills. There are almost
as many textbooks as there are teachers teaching a given course and
yet, to paraphrase Poie, -It is with our textbooks as with our watches;
none go Apt able yet each believes his own." At the semester's aid.
most stuAlits count away with a few dates, names, and a stray
quotation, all of which rapidly evaporate, and no knowledge of how to
learn. In fields other than the liberal arts, the results of content
emphasis are even more extreme; in many technological areas, factual
knowledge is obsolete almost as soon as it finds its way into course out-
lines. What's needed is a graduate who knows how to constantly teach
himself, not one who has a head full of facts.

The third issue IHS addresses is the human one. Schools today
cater-oto the masses; students are classified by numbers; they take
courses by...Eadio and television, and even when they sit in classrooms
they rarely know each other by name. Peer intetiaion and group sup-
port are not encouraged acid may even be discouraged by competition
for grades. Environments are often studies in sensory depriVation
windowless, no-color rooms, rows of plastic desks with attached chairs
that are usually too small, each cell the duplicate of every other one.

Independent Human Studies was designed to deal with these
issues. Its name reflects its concerns: Independent Humans. Human
Studies, Independent Studies.

establishing the program

Beyond convincing our own faculty and administration to
accept our proposal, we faced two major problems in establishing this
alternative. The first was findingother schools that had had some
experience with similar programs. both to learn from their experience
and to demonstrate that, while what we were proposing was different,
it was not radical. We began by sending letters to all community col-a
loges in Michigan, describing our ideas and asking if anything similar
had been attempted on their campuses. We received one positive
response; Bob Badra. at Kalamazoo Valley Community College in
Kalamazoo. Michigran. had developed a program called + 20 (more
than twenty years hence, the students will still be learning. Although
that program is quite different from IHS, it addresses many of the
same concerns and its existence gave credibility to our efforts.

Since Schookraft is a two-year community college, a second
problem we faced was in establishing IHS credits as transferable to
four-Year schools and universities. We met with admissions people of
all the major transfer institutions to explain our proposal and to deter-
mine how transcripts would describe our 'students' work. We have
developed a system in which credits gelissigned by IHS number and



dermal and ased6 followed by an annotation describing exactly what
ibe snidest has done to receive those credits. For example:

artehipisfengle Bodeen Tax: Necessity er Nuisance?

if A of Michigan's Single Busineeffaz indudingthe leiislit-
morn through the inception of the SBT and the laws it

riepealed, canna with legidators and departmeatal bureinciats
concerning amendments to SBT and the iwocess being imitated
for repeal tithe tax, detailed information concerning the effects
of the law supplied to legislators and the liminess community,
insight into various business concerns and their involvement in
the SBT controversy. Interviews'and business letters as commu-
nication with legislators and members of the business comma-

comprehensive paper on the Single Business Tax includ-
pm., criticism, evaluation, effects, and Mixings for

or repial of the wt,_

IHS 204. English Composition 3 Credits A
IHS 276. Business .

. 3 Credits A
IHS 212. Political Science 3 Credits A

Each transfer institution determines how those credits will be
applied, just as it makes that determination for any other credits being
transferred. If the student has received an Associate Degree from
Schoolcraft and is transferring to an institution that accepts such a
degree as the basis for junior status, IHS credits are computed no dif-
ferently fro4 any other. If the student has not completed a degree at
Schoolcraft but is simply transferring accumulated credits, the senior
institutions evaluate IHS credits as they would any other credits,
assigning specific course equivalency, giving elective credit in a specific
atelier givinggeneral elective credit .

how the IHS programs %Irks

Students interested in joining the IHS program arrange'for per-
sonal interviews during the semester before they plan to enroll. During
the interview, we try to stress the frustrations as well as the rewards of
self-directed study, answer questions, giving examples of work previous
students have done, question the student's reasons for choosing this
alternative, assess his or her academic background, help him or her
explore interests and possible project ideas. A student is usually not
admitted to the program until at least a tentatis prclec t proposal is

30
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made, though &t idea token changes drastically before reaching its
ginal form.

Once the shade:41i' accepted, he or she registers foe an =dfer-
Aptissed block of MI6 credits, six to nvelse hours, depending on the

nature of the project and bow much time is to be devoted to it. During
the flot-oselra of the semester. each project is discussed in a seminar
setting with the two faadty coordinators and the rest of the INS group.
Each project is refined into a specific prospectus that states its theirs,
the study the form it will take, and the subject area it will

prospectus is followed by a contract that lists the
academic departments in which credits are being earned, the number
of Credits in each department, what will be done to earn these credits,C arbor the work will be campleted, and what help is needed from fac-
ulty members in these areas.

At this point, the INS coordinators (and it is perhaps important
to-note that these are the same people who developed each stage of the
program) contact faculty members in each department in which INS
studeno went to work to arrange for faculty advising. Faculty advisors
are paid an honorarium, but those who participate do it more for the
experience of worsting with highly motivated students than for the
nominal fee they get. Each faculty advisor works out requirements and

_ schedulesailailS student: in instances where a student is work -
ing1in a discipline in which he or she has not had an introductory
course, we recommend that a basic text be required, but all require-
ments are determined by the faculty member and the student.

INS seminars continue to meet twice a week throughout the
semester. One meeting each week is devoted to project updates and
journal sharing, two activities that often overlap. Each student is
required to keep a journal; these often reflect specific experiences
related to the study under way, but they just as often reflect insights
drawn from other learning experiences as well. The objective is to help
students become aware of their own learning styles and patterns, tip
senses on which they depend most, the emotional patterns that precede
or follow specific insights, the frustrations and elation that accompany
.leamiss.-A-seoand shies:14,44a make each student aware of the other
pet le in the group and the differences and similarities in learning

The second seminar each week is devoted to a workshop in a
particular skill interviewing, listening, resenrch techniques, paper
writing, evaluation. For two weeks during the semester, this schedule is
suspended and individual conferences are held with she coordinators,
and additional conference time is available whenever a student
requests it.

is



. All seminars and conferences are held in as comfortable a
/antis as can be arranged. The present faality is a classroom and con-
mood ralkse with south-facing windows, carpeting, a raised and
carpool aeck. floor pillows. scatters* work tables. typing facilities and
refairence books. comfortable canvas and chrome cabs around a low
table. and attractive plants and small sculptured objects.

kinds of students

There are no prerequisites to enrolhnent in the program and a
fairly wide range of students was at first expected to show interest in
enrolling. Indeed. we have had students from seventeen years of age to
past fifty. but our most successful students have been mature. self-
directed people who ase used to dealing with responsibility rad frustra-
tion and who are highly motivated in their pursuit of formal educa-
don. Since Schoolcraft's student body is increasingly composed of
returning older students, more attention will de &netted to this ifroui
in the future.

Widespread applications of this learning model are possible.
Discussion his included extending this experience to the college's Com-
munity Service Division. offering it to local businesses and industries.
incorporating it into an honors curriculum. Its goal to produce inde-
pendent learners capable of constantly teaching themselves *tough
the application of the learning tools they have mastered is consistent
with the aim of education and absolutely necessary at a time when fac-
tual information is expanding so rapidly.

Wherever it is offered. the student who will benefit racist is the
student who wants to go clZeper and further than the typical clparoom
study requires. the kind %Ito seek questions as well as answers.

els

Suzanne Kaplan and Gordon Wilton are members of
the English department faculty of Schoolcraft College,

Livonia, Michigan. They have developed and
coordinated the Independent Human Seudies
program, which to their knowledge is the only

program ofas kind on the community - college level.
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grows up and out

mary a. stevens
-

Black liawk College is a cornmu;lny college with the community ch-
tral to is mission even though not to its name. Our title data from
thossagOlays when we were seeking academic credibility. Although-
most et M the elitism of our name then, many of tis now fed
slightly !Ile with it. Regardless of institutional label, how-
ever, ip about 1971, administrative leadership at the colleges larger,
Quad- Cities Campus ;began pushing all of us into that silage new
world of nontraditional and community-based sluaition. Vllt started
offering courses over cable television; milky depiirtments accepted the
concept of non.punitive grading; many faculty, some begrudgingly.
began to implement indi!idualized instruclion; and a new allociate
degree program is liberal studies and a new dean's position were estab-
lished to serve ailultinudents with greater flexibility.

Somehow or teber4the administratioq ted this degree
program without faculty senate approval; see tutional accep-
tance of the College Level Exasniootion Program 1,cI..EP) general
examinations as one way, of assessing and validatirt learning;
and, apparently using old College proficiency examination
established a method to allow a student, through departments. to
actually receive academicercognition of his or her prior, nonsplisesored
learnint In 1975, Blaclk,Hawk College established a cooperative

Mmergasitaifse Comesunityrellgre 24. ins .
4
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program with its local state libusrelaystem to offer college-credit
courses means of bastructionai teci,iology in area public libraries.
In all these arrangements, the adminiitrative approach was quiet but
pervasive. Ai a vault. by 1976 the Black Hawk College faculty ot the
Quad-Cities taMpus hid a fairly comprehensive and well-established
set of nontraditional pracsitasand many seemed to be happily involved
in them.

faculty acceptance

It was at this time that the faculty senate at the Qua. ties
Campus deternticed that an investigation was necessary an' that,
without malice, it needed to la everything in order. It stu." and
modified all degree' programs. In this work, which ultimately led to
senate approval of the Associate in Liberal Studies degree (A.L.S.),
surprisingly most of the change centered on .the traditional Associate in
Arts (A. A.) program. The A.L.S. degree remained essettially
unchanged a contract degree based upon a student's goals and per-
craved needs with more flexible residency reibirements but with new
prpvisions to ensure that the program of plinned courses had breadth
as well asidepth.

Next the senate took a close look at those courses designed for
the A.L.S. degree program, which at that time could not be used with-
in the college to satisfy any of the requirements for the 'A.A. degree,
but which. paradoxically, were accepted in transfer by senior institu-
tions. The senate found that most of these courses were interdiscipli-
nary; that many. such as a two-semester humanities sequence, were
fiery traditionatlhat all were taught by full-time faculty in the univer-
sity parallel program, in most cases by our most respected faculty
members; and that, in both statement and practice, all were college-
level in every 'nse. The senate concluded that these courses should
become a part of the university parallel program offerings provided
that they met the Illinois Community College Board's requirement that
they parallel existing lower-division courses in state universities and
provided that they were placed wider traditional faculty responsibility

nd control within the college's organization.
In the end, the senate created a new division of interdiscipli-

nary study, prepared a position description for its chairman, developed
rules to goverrohe election of that chairman, and then notified the col-
lege adminhiration that such an election should be held. Perhaps the
mbst startling' in this continuing chain is that the adMinistration
did hold n. There is now a fourth division in theiuniversity

the division of interdisciplinary and-ilternativepar
6
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study. This division has responsibility for CLEP; coordination of a stu-
dent's efforts to gain credit for prior, nonsponsored learning through
College;departments; the college's library-based program; academic
advisement for the A.L.S. degree; and interdisciplinary courses in
shot, most of the college's innovativevefforts to serve adult students.
The divisionis intended to provide a common meeting place where all

.

faculty can work cooperatively.. ; .
In this way, nontraditional or alternative study has been offi-

recognized; bY the-facUlti at Black Hawk College is a part of its
'bility, and .has therefore been moved into the college's main-

stream, The sena*. which at the beginning probably did not 'folly
understand the signifleance of its:work, in less than six months gave the ,

college he type of orginizationihat many institutions have been work-
ing long and hard to achieve. As a result, it will not be necessary at
Black Hawk College iq operateall nontraditional study for new stu-
dents from the adult continuing education program. Students who
need 'regular college credit through flexible hours and off-campus
options can be assured that they will receive it in courses taught by full-
time, college-credit &Ailey,

In retrospect, such acceptanc e Of nontraditional study at Black
Hawk College can be seen to have resulted from foresight and pelis-
tence on die part of .the administration, from basically sound early
developmental work by both faculty and administration, from admin-
istrative practice to involve, 'whenever possible, underloaded, full-time
faculty and not to 'hire new part-time faculty for nontraditional
programs; and from faculty interest and ability in developing innova
tiveOptions to serve the needs of new adult students.

responding to'community needs in new ways
,

In its first year, most of the efforts and acc lishments within
Black Hawk College's division of interdisciplinary an alternative study.,

311111t

have involved the development of procedures for the` assessment and
validating of a Student's prior, nonsponsored learning: t ontinued .,-.

ifil! desefopment, of ihe libraryllised program; and new exjeriences in
community based education and service. V .... .'

Crediting of Prior Learning. In March of 1977, a study was. .

made of faCulty attinges toward the crediting of, prior, nonsponsore4. .24
experiential learning that is, toward the granting of college credit for

" a student's previous college-leVel learning that has occurred in non-
. academic settings and without:planning and supervisidn. In this study, -

consider& a part of suchdearnIng'Were Skills or knowledge from casual
trading cr study, on-tbe-exiierience, and leadership work in tom

. . . ..
. .,,
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munity organizations. Excluded were all those areas of prior, nonspon-,
sored experiential learning that could be assessed by CLEP examina
tions. In general, the results of the study demonstrated that the faculty
was ignorant of current college procedures. For example, only 12 per-
cent knew that credit granted through departmental examination of
students is clearly identified as proficiency credit:on the transcript, and
only 36 percent knew that students do not pay regular tuition costs for
such credit. On the other hand, the faculty reacted positively to the
concepts that college-levNkarning could occur outside the, classroom
and that it could then be evaluated after the fact. The survey found
that this positive reaction was not statistically related to the individual's
academic rank, to the program area in which he or she, teaches, to an
individual's positive or negative attitude toward the necessity of behav-
ioral objectives in teaching, or to his or her attitude toward the relative
importance of a teacher-centered learning situation. 0

At this time, the faculty was also surveyed to determine what
procedures they believed to be necessary in the assessment of such learn-
ing. The results suggest that they view the following as essential: (1) stuff
dents must be given clear, written guidelines and must be required td
complete a short course of instruction in preparition for .assessment
and teaching the methods of portfolio compilation; (2) credit granted
in this way should be made applicable to all degrees and to general
education requirements within degrees, but it should be limited to
learning clearly represented by existing Black Hawk College courses;

assessment should be agreed upon by the majority of a three-member
committee from the appropriate college department; (4) the process#,
should include at least one interview of the student by this committee;
(5) the committee's Chairman should prepare a written statement
explaining the credit granted, the basis on which it is granted, and the
type of examination that was used, this statement to become a part of
the studenesermanenr record; (6) the portfo ios upon which credit is
granted should be retained in a central file o en to all faculty; and
(7) students should receive prompt, written notification of the resalti of
the assessment and an appekil procedure,should be available.

in Febitary of 1978. the faculty senate approved proCedures..,
based upon theie findings and forwarded them to the administration
fps action..Aiso at that time it approved a new fee schedule for the
Uisessment of prior. nonsponsored experiential learning, based in part
upon the results of the survey and in part upon general recommenda-
tions for good practice. This schedule includes,an application. fee paid
at the time a portfolio is submitted for preliminary evaluation; a fee.
paid prior to assessment and after the portfolio has been judged to be
well prepared and to promise the student a reasonable chance of
serving as the basis for the awarding of college credit by assessment; an

AC
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assessment fee based, hiorupon actual hours of crest? grintbd, but
upaii wide ranges of hours; and a transcript recordpirfee' for each
course. The purpose of the proposed increase in fees to the student is to
conipsplate the faculty more adequatelylot the time involved in the
process and' to pass on to the student the full cost of assessment, princi-
phir that the faculty strongly supported in the study.

Study Unlimited.. At this tithe, perhaps the strongest part of the
division of interdisciplinary and alternative study is its librarybased
program, Study Unlimited. Modeled on a similar program of the same
naingkin Chicago, it is a cooperative project of the Quad-anies Campus
of Slat Hawk College, the River Bend Library System, and six of its
affiliated libraries. In Study Unlimited, college-credit courses, prepa-
ration for the GEL) examination, and assistance in preparing for CLEP
are made available at public libraries located in Rock Island, Moline,
Silvis, Mineral, Erie, and Orion. College-credit courses in the program
are also offered in the independent learning center on campus.

Study Unlimited courses are prepared on videocassette or
audiocassette, in multimedia, or in printed form. Included are "Tak-
Hom-A-Kourse" packages that may be checked out of libraries for
home use. All course are taught by regular, full-time college faculty,
Milt of whom have developed the courses that they teach, and all have
the same objectives and content as campus-basedcourses. Many use
the same examinations and some of thesame textbooks. All courses are
vaiiable-entry and self-paced; a student can enroll in a course on any
day and then take up to twenty weeks to complete it, with a "stop-out"
option in case of vacation or emergency.

Students enrolled in Study Unlimited courses attend discussion
sessions either on campus or in libraries; in fact, they need never come
to campus but can enroll. in courses, order texts, complete all instruc-
tion, and take examinations entirely at libraries. Also available there,
are academic advisement services provided by pan-time advisors hired
and trained by the college and living in the library's community. Thus,
Study Unlimited aims to be a complete community college located

it entirely off-campus in the college's community. Obviously, the
program-serves to break the barriers of time and place for new-adult
students.

Study Unlimited is perhapii the fastest-growing part of Black
Hawk College. In its first year, enrollment totaled 850 semester hours;
in itsaecond, 1650 hours; and in its third, 3000 hours. With the excep-
tion of one speech course, a student can now complete an A.A. degree
entirely in the program. Over thirty-five courses are available, and
approximately 15 percent of the college's full-time faculty are now
teaching in the program.

A demographic study of students enrolled in the program sug-
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gests that it serves new student populations in the college's community.
More than 82 percent of its students are part-time; over 65 percent are
employed; over 61 percent are married; over 60 percent are aged 25 or
older; and over 46 percent have never before enrolled at Black Hawk
College.

Community Forums. During the 1977-78 academic year the
division.of interdisciplinary and alternative study involved faculty from
the university parallel program more fully in off -campus education
and service to out-of-school adults by sponsoring two community dis-
cussion forums, paralleling Courses by Newspaper (CBN). In this proj-
ect, Black Hawk College served as one of eleven national demonstra-
tion community collegrs. In the fall, under a grant from the American
Association of.$ommunity and Junior Colleges with funds from the
National Endowment for the Humanities, nine. town meetings on the
topic of the fall CBN course "Crime and Justice in America" were held"
throughout the district, almost entirely at off-campus locations,
including public libraries participating in Study Unlimited. In the
spring, under a grant from the Illinois Humanities Council with funds
from the National Endowment for the Humanities, ten community dis-
cussions on the topic "The Impact of Mass Media on American Life"
paralleled CBN's "Popular Culture: Mirror of. American Lite." Both
interdisciplinary CBN courses were also offered within the division for
college credit, and the division's chairman served as project director.

In these community forums, Black Hawk College shared
responsibility with many. community cooperating groupsclubs,

"agencies, and other organizations. The fall forum used a panel of three
community experts to guide the project; in the spring, there was an
advisory committee composed of a representative from each co -spon-
soring organization, and the discussionapoderators were from the col-'
lege's -humanities faculty. The objectives of these forums at Black
HawkliColkge were to involve members of the humanities faculty from
the university pailel program in community-based education and
discussion and to demonstrate that community college faculty teaching
in'the humanities are a genuine 'community resource. The role of the
college as catalyst in these projects may well represent still a new trend
for increased interchange between community and community college.

Most of us in the community college bably would rank the
establishment in 1901 of Joliet Junior College, .ur first public. commu-
nity college, as an event as significant )n th. torye i to of American higher
education as the founding of Hary passage of the Morrill
Act. At the same time we would have to ins at the relative yolkh of: -
the community college makes it difficult t. ticipate its ultimaie
impact. This impact will pr8bably be bestreflected in the flexibility
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and responsiveness to community than results in so many new .6

apprbaches to education. It is this special mission of thccornmunity
college that sets it off from other postsecondary education1nd makes
its adventure so exciting.
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Impact of fend attitudes Award the issfluaice of
consmunity services an community collages.

IT

community service in a
semirural cqmrnutiity-college

donald w. green
john shepherd

commodore ciaft, jr.
3

impact of community service programs

An extensive community services program M certain to have a pro-
found inact oo the entirecpllege. Its a semi area, a community
pollegcsaa cornpreliensiieconnuunity service prtgram is most likely
tabe the only,agencrprovicfing weir:ion:1 and avocational services to
the community. Typically, thertioie. there is coniderible competition
ftoe2the use of the colleges facilities and resources. College officiah
MIRK reckon with a substantial influx otteople, usually after five P.M. .
when scheduling credit classes or extracurricular activities for students
invoeied in credit programs. Most administrative and supervisory per-
'Gomel may have to work during the evening hours in order so accom-
modate the people on campus: custodial schedules may need to be ad-
justed: and more money has to be budgeted to cover the utilities costs
during a tine when the physical plant would otherwise be closed.

good community services program also places demands on
the specslilised knowledge of the faculty. At New Mexico Junior. Col-
lege. for cample, faculty Prom the biology and chemistry departments

Now Army anfar CosiosorisrCallgros. 24. Int 46
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serve as consultants for the city water departments in the community
college district. These-faculty members use the college facilities and
equipment to run water treatment tests on water samples. The multi
are used to improve. the water quality in the district. The college
faculty may also be called of to assist in training people from business
and industry to help meet specific job requirements of their own com-
panies or even the federal government. At New Mexico Junior College
the community service division organized a program in cooperation
with the local chapter of the American Red Cross to help certain
workers in indukry meet the Occupational Safety and Health Adminis-
tration requirements that they be trained in first aid. Classes are held
both on campus and at industrial sites. In a rittal grey the community
coil* is likely to be the only institution capable of and willing to
tender such a service.

,Institutional shifts

As community colleges moor toward becoming fullservice
educational brokers several major shifts occur: (I) the community
service function of the institution is expanded; (2) the average student
load decrease' with more persons enrolled part-time: (3) additional
part-time faculty are utilized: (4) the ratio of part-time to full-time
faculty increases; (5) the number of students served in off-campus cen-
airs and in evening and weekend programs increases: (6) increased
enrollment occurs in college by newspaper and television, individual-
ieed instructional packages. tours, and other nontraditional teaching
and learning procedures; (7) a wider variety of people is served; and
(8) there is a dramatic increase in the total number of contacts made
and the numbers of people served by the college.

attitudgs toward change -

In light of some of the changes caking place in community
services and their impact on the college, New Mexico Junior College
faculty and administration were surveyed in 'larch of 1978 to measure
their awareness of the changes taking place and to measure their atti-
tude toward the changes. The results indicated that all administrators
were aware of the changes and the faculty showed a high degree of
awareness. To determine their attitudes toward changes or anticipated
changes, the faculty and administration were asked to respond to six
attitudinal questions and express their responseort a sevenpoint scale.
The questions dealt with the following:

1. How do you view the shift of teaching loads to more evening
classes?
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2. How do you view the possibility of your full-time teaching
*load indu4ing an assignment or two in the community ser-

vice area?
S. Hose do you view the shift in service hours for counseling,

business services, apd bookstore to provide more evening col-
lege hours?

4. How do you view the trend toward mere part-time faculty in
place of full-time faculty?

5. How do you view site possible conversion of many courses now
offered for no credit to credit courses? t

6. How do you view r future possibility of two-thirds of all
future offerings of the college being in the community ier-
vke/continuing education area?

Results of the survey showed a significant difference in the
mean scores of the faculty and administration. According to the scale
devised, both groups gave only qualified approval to the possibilities,
with the administration being more favorable than the faculty. The
faculty tended io take a more negative view of several issues, particu-
larly those dealing with the questions of pan-time versus full-time fac-
ulty, the possibility of having an assignment or two in axnrnutrity
service as part of their full-time load, and the possibilty that two-thirds
of all future offerings by the college will be in the axnnutnity service/
continuing education area. The.faculPrdid, however, express a more
positive attitude toward the shift of teaching loads to more evening
classes and the conversion of courses now offered without credit to
credit courses.
. Each respondent to the attitudinal survey was also asked to- . .

define community service and then distiriguish between community
service and continuing education. The respondents showed that, while
meet faculty had a general understanding of community, serval, and
continuing education, more in-service training and staff development
will be necessary as the community service concept becomes a larger
part of the institution.

s

key \concepts forpAimplementition

I

Flexibility, service and creativity are the Iteri'ingrecniti*'
planning, organizing. and implementing of a (#140Mce. -ctiouritinty
college. The curriculum. faculty and staff, fatilities. anikadministri-
don muss be able to adjust to rapidly changiog needrandilleMands
the various groups served by the institution..ervice must be of great $

diversity, designed to reach people from as many different socioecoi,'
mimic levels as possible. The success of the college ,1011:01.004 lar the
value satisfaction and skills development of the perseni 440. A
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and staff developmeaa programs are nactilimponant to the fu
the full-service institution; only when faculty and staff are trai
the unique demands of contnunity education can the quest for excel-
lence be maintained.

Creativity in teaching and learning techniques. programs, and
activities will also be paramount to the success of the colleges. The
number of people served, not credit hours generated, will become the
measure used by local and statewide coordinating agencies in evaluat-
ing the college.

The community college in semirucal areas will in the future
become the educational leader of the coniltunity. providing or coordi-
nating most if not all of the postsecondary activities and services in the
college's area: The expansion of community servicenis vital if the col-
lege is to carry out its mission.
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4, The most effective instructional system provides
environments that accommodate learners' algnitive

styles, academic defkiencies, and
allure' backgrounds.

environment foiTearning

I. mark ludwig .

One major function of education is to 'help the learner develop new
modes of interaction with a variety of envirpnrnents. hi 1p
education have spent their lives interacting-with er quite
environments and have developed their own plltterns of dealin 'th
them. Each learner brings his or her own talents, interests, abilities,
attitudes, beliefs, predispositions, and styles of interaction to the envi-
ronment we typically. provide. It is not posiible for us to assume tha

. their interactive patterns will be completely in accord with our expec-
tations. This trict is particularly true in community colleges and in
opendoor institutions, which have seen the greatest enrollment of non-
traditional students.

Learningsuccen in traditional school settings for Nee has been
the result of an exceptional match of socialization experiences with
specific environmental conditions such as teachers, classrooms, build-
ings, activities, books, vocabulary, and interactive lkyles. Failure for
others May frequently be ascribed to a poor match, where the learner
finds the educational environment an alien world fraught with
dangers, threats, hostility, and little chance of success.

Today's community college students come, for the most part,
,:friim different backgrounds than traditional college enrollees; they

liking different skills (and generally fewer academic ones); they use dif
*rent forms of expression in the English language; they may choose to
solve problems with less analytic processes; they frequently do not pos-
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sess knowledge of basic concepts with which we expect familiarity,' they
are generally poorer and older and more likely to be members of
minority groups; and they are less accustomed to college environments.
The environment we offer may be terribly threatening: demands and
expectations like ours may have led to, their pa* frustrations and
failures. Many of them do not share our goals or values or ever our
perceptions of the purposes of higher education. These are the- New
Students (Cross. 1971; 1916).

Learners are of course net grouped at one pole or the other. b
are distributed randomly at all points between both extremes. tradi
tional and nontraditional. As traditional students exhibit great"
variation among themselves. so do. nontraditional ones. We must
recognize. then, that a match betw4n learner characteristics and
learning environments will provide the best possible condition* for
karning.

conditions for learning

In order to crew an environment for effective learning. it is
best to focus on the conditions under which reaming takes place. Dale
Brethower (1977. pp. 25-29) has identified and described eight condi-
tions for learning that may Serve as starting points for the creation of
learning environments.

Objectives: Students ought to be aware of what knowledge.
skillsTandior attitudes are being developed. 'A
Evaluaticoss: Tests and other tvaTuation procedures ought to
measure stuck.nt attainment of the objectives.

Organization: Instructional activities should be integrated and
related to the objectives.

Learning Strategies: Students ought to be given useful (and per-
haps varied) strategies with which to attain the objectives.

Individualization: Procedures should be designed which accom-
modate individual differences among udents.

Illustrations/Examples: There should be frequent and system-
atic use of examples and illustrations (as well as nonexamples)
rather than reliance on verbal descriptions.

Groditsg Methods: `Students should be aware of procedures by
which they will be ev

Feedback Students should receive frequent. timely, and useful
infoimation about their progress toward achieving the ob-
jectives.

a
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h Seems partible to develop programs*. sWegies, and situations which
meet these conditions. apd they may besed to develop an environ-
ment to make the learning of each person most effective. The condi-
tion of individualization ought to lead to the development of proce-
dures that consider the learning approach and academic background
of each learner. Learning strategies that meet and attempt to make a
match with learner characteristics should be made available. illustra-
tions and examples will be most effective if they safer to experiences
with which the learner is familiar.

It is essential to consider the elements of environmental needs
posed by the individual's often idiosyncratic learning characteristics.
To establish just how- varied and idiosyncratic thew needs are, we
should pursue their nature from some research on cognition.

cognitive style

Research in recent years has shown that learners differ from one
another not only in their abilities to absorb and manipulate educa-
tional content and in their rates of learning but also in the les with
whkh they think or proms information. Evidence from cogni le
research dearly dclingivirates that learners differ as to t it
"characteristic modes of functioning [which are] revealed throughout
[their] perceptual and intellectual activities in a highly consistent wayt;
(Witkin. 1976, p. 39). Cognitive style refers less to typoldgy or to cate-
gory. but rather tua somewhat random distribution along a line signi-
fying a unitive dimension. Stcliles show that individuals occupy
places between opposing poles, such as "field-dependence vs. field-
independence." "reflection vs. impulsivity," or "conceptual vs. per-.
cept ual - motor dominance." The field -dependence/ independence
dimension has been the most-studied variable in cognitive style
research and seems to be most profitable at present for predicting
academic performance.

"Field-dependent" people tend to observe situations and*,
phenomena holiity. while their counterparts identify things inde-'
pendently. or in me elements. Studies have demonstrated that
field-dependent people are interested in and sensitive to what other
people are thinkingoing, they tend to conformity and want to
have other people arou them. Having well-developed social skills,
field-dependent persons are drawn to fields where they will-typically
have interaction with others, such jin health care. teaching, and the
social sciences. They tend to be guided by authority figures or their
peer groups and use external sources of information. On the ogles
hand, field independent individuals seem to be more internally
oriented and are not as sensitive to the surroun0ng social fieldi These
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people tend toward scientific fields. especially mathematics. biology,
and engineering. and they seem to be much more comfortable with
analytical tasks.

The cognitive d' ensign of field-dependence/independence
has interesting implications for instructionlt is important td note that
neither this nor any other cognitive dimensioh is related to general
cognitive competence or intelligence. However, developmental stu-

* dents in community colleges tend to be fielddependent: it may be that
their holistic view of the world and themselves and their strong group
orientation does not serve them well in educational situations that
place great emphasis on systematic, analytical, and individualistic
problem solving. Higher education really has never emphasized group
problem solving. probably -to the detriment of field-dependent learners.

The way individuals learn is of course influenced by their char-
acteristic mode of thinking. Research indicates that students will do
better in fields that fit their cognitive styles and with teachers and
teaching methods appropriate to their modes of cognition. The
amount of knowledge gained through specific instructional methods is
also related to style. A teacher's approach and methods will also be
influenced by his or her cognitive style. including the area of specialty.
Rewards offered to students (extrinsic or intrinsic) will be More rein-
forcing if matched to the learner's cognitive style. It has been shown
that the field-dependence/independence dimension is largely deter
mined through early socialization, with little evidence of genetic fac-
tors: it might be inferred that most cognitive style dimensions are
strongly influenced by the close interaction of the first few years of life
in the family. (For a more complete discussion, see Witkin, 1076, a9d
other contributors to the Messick volume.)

Matching of a learners cognitive style with elements of the in-
structional environment would seem to offer benefits for both the stu-
dent and the instructor. It seems far too early to begin any prescription
of instructional astivity for a specific cognitive style, but cognitive
mapping has dertiowtrated some success. Knowing the cognitive styles
of learners rtiay 'pienAit counseling for better choices of instructional
strategy or teacher. While matching may offer some rather important
gains ender some circumstances. it is still not possible to conclude that
some opposition, dissonance, or conflict in the learning environment
will inhibit learning.

culture and cognition

One influence on a learner's cognitive style that is receiving
some attention among researchers on learning is cultural background
or subcultural membership.tross-cultural studies in anthropology and

5 ;
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psychology have demonstrated a clear link between modes of thought
and the cultures in which persons develop. Michael Cole states that
"people whose lives are dominated by concrete practical realities have
a different method of thinking from people whose lives require
abstract. Serbal. and theoretical approaches to reality" (Introduction
to Luria. 1976). Cultural differences apparent in thinking are thus
hugely the result of the situations to which groups apply their skills,
and may be iftirther demonstrated from -research on language and
thought.

One hypothesis proposes that each language and its symbol
patients reflect a unique cultural context that determines perceptions
ad ultimately behavior patterns of the members; thus, langsuage
stapes thought. As cognitive patterns are related to cultural context. it
may be expected that language patterns extant in subcultural groups
would alsolinpact on styles of thinking and knawring. Within American
society, standard "middle-clan" English him been described as "ab-
stractive." a rational ,objective. easily understood, and commorkityle
of communication. recognized by all, and typical of complex societies
in which subcultural differences are leveled and the menage is of
major immetance. Nonstandard English "ghettoese" tin the other
hand, may described as "associative." It is intimate, emotional, ana
human communication. characterized by wholeness belonging, and
group identity; ex refleccsharid group experiences (Weaver?
1975). Neither f may be described as superior. but American soci-
ety typically operates with and leaches in abstractive language. and the
educational system is dominated by middle-class thinking amid values.
and "has rendered differences, into deficits because ngddle-class
behavior is the yardstick of success" (Cole and B . 1974. p.,245).

Studies that allow that subcultures te differing pat-
terns of cognition have been reported by Lesser. He shows that among

*Chinese, Jewish. Black, and Puerto Rican children in New York, "each
ethnic grdup displays its own distinctive pattern of mental abilities.
significantly different from that of other groups, and that social class
variation within the ethnic group does not alter the basic pattern spe-
cific to each ethnic group. In other words, ethnicity affects the pattern'
of mental abilities." These finding's have remained consistent over
many years of schooling and are still present =dug high school
smoke*: no studies have been reported for higher education, but it may
be concluded that the patterns continue to exist (Lesser. 1976).
. The question for higher education is whether to socialize
learners to the dominant language and cognitive patterin of the cul-
ture or io meet individual and subcultural differences. and possibly
magnify the 4ifferences and further isolate the subculture. Cole and
Bruner put the same question in these worth: 'The task is to analyse

'
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the "stiucoof cultural diffetences so that those of the minority, the less
powerful group, niay quickly acquire the intellectual instruments
necessary for success in the dominant culture, should they so choose"
(p. 24; emphasis added).

Environments that are adapted for the cultural factor in cogni-
tion will be difficult to describe or develop. Thitihe differences exist ",
has been .nstrateci; preeiseltwhat instructional activities, sift*.
tures, strat es, conditions for learning, or even what philosophy Ito
adopt to hinstruction with cognitive pattern is not now known.
Research rapt demonstrate Specifically what' the relevant patterns of
cognition are -in a descriptive and analytical process, and not just a
single qualitative comparis' on. Before we can prescribe instruCtional .

activities, we must know what ciagnitive 'modes are dominant in which
subcultural grougs.: A strategy for ,creating learning environments
through providing' mul4le options and expanded opportunitiesitIor
achievenient and succei may possibly. offer greater ben4iti to the
diverse group of New Stidents id comrnunity colleges. We propose that
these concerns can best the provided for in a systematic .prOgram of
individualized instruction., .

individualizing instruction
411,.

Among the instructional innovations in higher education in
recent years, none has fhown 41-e proMise, for learning improvement
than that of individualized insfruction. Several different approaches
have been attempted and some have produced:remarkable gains, espe-
cially with respect to measured achievement, and most programs have
been well received by students. One systems that has shown extraordi-
nary success is Fred Keller's Personalized System of Instruction-br PSI.
Because its emphasis is on reinforcement theory in learning, on small
modules for instructional delivery, self-pacing, mastery requirements,
and individualized feedback from peer proctors, PSI's focus is
decidedly on the learner, and the system does prole for each of .

Brethower's,coriditiotis; for learning. . The environment in a PSI
approach f4eis attitudes of success through having no penalties for

-9, failure on masiery evaluations, provides, for efficiency in study. bye-saving statements of requirements (objectives) at the outset, and takes
intRsonsideratiott individual differences among learners by holding
starVards of quality constant while permitting the tune to vary. Other
forms of individualization contain similar elements, some emphasizing
tht learner in. the ways material is presented; others focus on specific
prescriptitoing about desired outcomes to Overcome identified
deficits, while mothers combine elements. of different programs into
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learning centersi tuterial programs. Or' "cafeteria of learning." The
'fame of them all4.howerer, is the learner man individual.

While most indivicipalizedprtigrams, offer eqjfininmenra that
are more appokitiate to meekthe conditjons for mlearir. ng than lecture*. ir.:
traditional ilroom activities, they still do not proviaelor all Ole
rilkiireniers for optitiiiim learlaina: Merely ielf-pacing aCtivities4ill

op* greatly help the poorly preperecl reader swim requiles,aptikdant
professional resources to bring about comprehension of basic concepts.

.Requiring Mastery (at whatevef levetof competence) prabltly4 not
change the thinking spatterniof a stirtfeni.w.hoilt totlitsudy reginien IS
an exercise in rote arematizationl. Greater,titention must be paidlo
specific learning problems, to unique karningliatternsr to itfiotiyn*,
cratic thinking styles ,. to socialsand cultural bactgrotnd variarnes, to
personal preferences, and to the time 14i1AbptAlk learnd ffi

,A systematic`apprOich tohe devet4iniens of an itistruktionar: e
program offer the potential 14 iiolating; studying, and fitting the ele-
meats together into the creation of 'reaming eriVilitMrhents that are

needs and characteristics of leimers cad tote iterlopthent of....optima*
appropriate fOr each Of individual

4 ;specific learning activities desisned to match or nseekthose needs and
characteristics. Each eleariOt may be systematically researched for its
value to the program i" nqitessenilal parts ray be aliandoned, worth-.
while aspects may be enhanced ; and pew elements May, tr 'added to
strengthen the entire prograni.

In our application of Keller's PI model in. introductory social
. science classes at Cuyahoga CiAilmtiiiity College, we have often had to
develop new techniques to meet spitifielearaing needs and local con-
ditiosss (Ludwig, 1975). Moat of the literature on PSI suggests one peer
prettor for each ten or tvielvestudets, but we have generally not had
the resources to.pay the number needed to serve 300 to 400 students
per term. As theiCourse is seldom taken by a student who willtrnajor in
any of the social science disciplines, we have no upper division or social
science ,mars Available; we must operate with majors from other
fields or those who express an interest in the subject. We strive for a
mix of types among proctors, but look for mature people and make an
effort to match them to the diversity of students in the classes.

Another innovation has been the ,use of a printed remedial
worikheet. Students who do dot achieve the mastery criterion on the.
initial attempts will typically score exactly the same on subsequent
efforts tulles, some physical activity of study takes place between
attempts. A worksheet along the lines of a workbook exercise has
beendeveloPedlor each unit and students are required to complete it
before further attempts are made to Check foionastery. The physical
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activity of writing down specific statements and of answering related
questions has led Wenhanced performance on later quiz attempts; for
some students a structure of study activity, even ofiequired regimenta:
tion, is necessary to solidify the abstractions and concepts.

We have at times abandoned the lecture, altogether and have
Substituted personal tutoring by the instructor in order to provide as
much assistance to poorly prepared learners as possible. No significant
differences in mean achievement resulted from abolition of the lecture,
but there was some demand for it. It does provide help for those who
learn best from verbal presentations, and it offers a schedule for those
who cannot face the responsibility of self-pacing. Reinstituting the
lecture resulted in a decline in attrition and less procrastination; int..
seems that many students are more likely to put off responsibilities in
an entirely icelfpaeed course than when demands are pressed in more
traditionally oriented courses. The time framework built around one
lecture period per week is sufficient to keep more students current and
active in the PSI course.

Recognizing that ro memorization 46 f concept definitions and
of important textual claw was preventinemany students from develop-
ing higher-level cognitive processing abilities, we experimented with
study guides and mastery quizzes that systematically applied four levels
of Bloom's cognitive taxonomy to force learning at higher levels of
application and analysis: The findings showed that the experimental
group had lower coireldions between measured aptittate and achieve-
ment at all four levels, and significantly so at the comprehension level
%hers the correlation approached zero (Ludwig, 1976). It seems that
solve impact can be made on 6ognitive functioning at higher taxo-
nomic levels. .

conclusion
issav

Individualization in instructional programs can offer the basic
framework for the creation of effective environments for learning. In
such environments the conditions for learning may be effectively
patched wisIblearn6- characteristiCs; self-paced instruction can let the
student learn at his or her own4speed; and a structure is provided in
which the environment can be continuously studied, refined, and
adapted lo a changing Student population. Additional elements based4
on learner characteristics may have to be considered if the instruc-
tional delivery system is to create the optimal -environment for each
learner.

But it is necessary to exercise caution with application of some
of the ne%4-rechnoltvgy in education. The,posSibility of using computers

5
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for some of our interactions, of differentiating staff and placing bar-
riers brtween instructors and students, of systematizing without synthe-
sizing so that parts become greater than the whole these are genuine
concerns:that-must be addaessed in the systematic design of instruc-
tion. The teacher must remain available for discussion and feedback.
The best support is found only in personal interactions; empathy, con-
cern, and caring must remain in the act of instruction if these pro-
grams are to succeed. Nontraditional students often want traditional
education, and no feature of such an education seems more important
than that someone is actually teaching them. The irreplaceable and
indispensable element in any learning environment is a human
teacher. '
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The nstr4 aroris as a systems that requires the
college to pond seruitively to the conenunsity's
education4d needs aide the community does not

resPolutto those ot lie college. How shall he cope?

the faculty member
as entrepreneur

alcolm goldberg

I J
Faulty members, as the organizers and promoters of the instructional
process, are in the role of academic entrepreneur. As entrepreneurs.
they facilitate the acquisition of knowledge and skills required by their
students for effective

a.
learning. Successful entrepreneurship requires a

nurturing college envuonmept. It is useful to examine some of the fac-
tors influencing the faculty role in community colleges and jo discuss
some options for enhancing that role.

factors affecting the faculty role,

Enhancers. The vitality of competent faculty members comes in
part from their own self- perceptions and from their reactions to the
inpitutional setting in which they work. Factors affecting their role can
be classed as internal or self-generated in origin, or as external or insti-
tutionally generated in origin. The internally generated factorssuch
thing as feelings of pride and an individual sense of prfessionalism
show themselves in enthusiaisp4or work. Even though these are rather
intangible, there are pcsitiveNsctions that faculty members ind their
institutions can take to encraidge and develop thsrn.

The externally generated factors include opportunities for
advancement. recognition from peers within and outside the college.

N. Directions for Community c. p. 24. 1,78 G 0 SS
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positive student response. and institutional support for the faculty's
efforts. In order to maintain the enthusiasm of many faculty. it is
essential to have an institutional system of recognition including the
'reasonable expectation of advaneement. An adequate and equitable
recognition and reward mechanism may be a more important factor
than a generous salary scale that distributes benefits unifyinly regard-
less of merit. Unreasonabl late recognition often will not result in
increased enthusiasm. If h recognition seems long overdue it may
reinforce perceptions mistreatment. Since community college
faculty often experience a substantial rate of attrition and failure
among their students, those notable student successes they encounter
are remarkable in energizing the entrepreneurship. However, the
primary way for a well-managed college to enhance the faculty role is
to provide support for faculty 'originated efforts.

Institutional support should include both financial and
emotional components. Financial support is needed to provide ade-
quate equipment and supplies, the time for experimentation and inno-
vations, and special experiise when it is needed. Academic deans.
instructional developers, master teachers, and outside consultants can
provide this expertise as long as they are cast in roles that are not
threatening to faculty members. In addition, adequate support ser-
vices and efficient administration free faculty members from tasks that
dtain their time and morale.

/impediments. The impediments to successful faculty entrepre-
neurships include the absence of the conditions discussed aboveor
ennui their opposite. But there are additional impediments. One lies in
the demoralizing gap between the real college environment a{td the
ideal to which colleges claim to be committed. Another impediment is
inadequate fiscal support. Funding is critical, of course, but not only
because of the many things that cannot be done without funds. The
true value of the institution to the community, the community's not-so-
hidden agenda, is reflected in the college's budget. A tightfisted
community does not value its institution. This message is readily appa-
rent to'the faculty. who feel their work is unappreciated and unsup-
ported.' Their inability to accomplish reasonable professiohal goals and
to fulfill reasonable expectations for recognition and advancement
impede the faculty entrepreneurship.

The university community is an outward turning professional
society. Professional interaction. verification, and recognition span-
ning state and national boundaries are essential elements of the research-
oriented university educational system. Two-year colleges are commu
nityfocused, and in a sense turned inward. Faculty isolation is com-
mon. Recognition of this should inspire special efforts to promote inter-
campus interaction, travel to professional meetings and workshops.

6i_
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.and external rewards for achievement. and opportunities for
* Ow:ice:neat. . Effective leadership to create an environment that en-

broadly based faculty professional growth is greatly needed.
At times coworkers serve as an impediment to a faculty mem--,

.00.$1i;eisseprensurship. Subtle pressure to conform. to not rock the
avoid competitive activities. all impede a free and indepen-

.::!illifilklaculty role. Contracts or formal agreements resulting from neces-
.':-.:::sany;lasllective bargaining. though effective in better defining faculty

itt iliii'aesd improving teaching conditions, act as constraints on faculty
idministrators, limiting ar inhibiting their efforts to provide better

to students.
,: Frustration that exists over a period of time must find an outlet.

'failnIty are generally' creative and highly trained individuals who
.steriuise a means to express their creativity. Once they see the education
mtem as not providing the satisfaction they seek, they look for other

..avenues. Energy and efforts that could go into effective teaching are
, .".4isplaced into alternate vocational or avocational interests. Long-term

....frustration and the faculty's self-activated creation of new. noninstruc-
'::tional opportunities to obtain financial and emotional rewards

°impede the academic entrepreneurial role.
hi community college teaching an additional consideration

compounds the effect of frustration: the lack of faculty mobility, the
inability to .change jobs as a release mechanism. Mobility is low in part
becauie new colleges are not being built 'as the era of great expansion

. has etkled. Furtheano4e. longrity-basecl salary structures make expel-,
4 ienceddaculty mare' ive so employ. and new openings are often

-fillecPWith junior I ors or pan-time teachers. The narrow coin-
niunity fisOis and I importance given to professional scholarship
acfrealAkkacnir of Saportabli4ty that comparable faculty in univer-
sities hav ieCtcrity pf tenure and long-term contracts greatly
reduc'es the that OcUlty mill maintain their academic ritality

- r 'by seeking neWilnitincti --tiwiroturients rather than accepting with
resignation their current pc it on.

.systeni4illts that.promote impediments

All cd114:30Vao,d4 admiraatritors are different.
of course, and ttielrAiniguries**.,her.t:specteckiy any analysis. But
here are probleins :of .caiitp:rep twa-y'..spline faculties

across the count ab.

The great strtlivindlaltiApOitiiigt-.for CarninniVli,colleges is
their focus on local:educational nen*: 'Eii':.r.espanOrfrepOt:/y to local
needs, the colleges are ytanplest:tafliitat'Olitifiil'vt. These
may be counties, cities, or, loc43 lliititi*.liii;4th**44:74iity large



population compared to the student enrollment. Too often these polit-
ical entities lack the sensitivity, values, judgment, or expertise to make
effeetive educational decisions, but they control the purse strings and
that control manifests itself as the money crunch of the 1970s. Broad
porstical caniiderations and ambitions affect the funding that commu-
nky colleges receive far more digit the use and need for whidrrnoney is
requested. Excessive control by decision makers that are farther
removed from the educational scene than, say, a local primary-second-
ary school board, is the basic rdbt of theliscal problem affecting the
environment in which instructors work. Thus, the entrepreneur works
in a "tem that requires the college to respond sensitive!, to comigu-
nity needs, while the community does not respond to the colleges
needs. This extremely difficult situation is not likely to improve. More,
over, if the predicted enrollment,deefines of the early 1980s occur ,
things will only get worse.

A second source of difficulty at two-year colleges lies with the
admipistrators. Effective administration demands competent institu-
tional managers who, intimately understand and deeply value the
learning process in the two-year college. One might hope that such
managers would come from the ranks of those who, dedicated to the
practice of instruction, have substantial experience in teaching in two-
year colleges. However, community college administration often seems
to attract machiavellian types intent on leadership through authori-
tarian control. The result is often management without effective lead-
ership. Such personalities create continual conflicts over governance
issues that result in diminished collegiality. It is rare to encounter a__
dean or president of a two-year college whose ultimate goal is to return
to teaching his discipline in a two-year college. Too often the basic on- .

going process the learning process in the college is *not highly
valued as a personal experience by the most powerful administrators of
the process. Power and privilege rather than love of a discipline and
the joy and satisfaction of ,helping students learn are the principal
motivating factors for many administrators. The resulting gaps of
understanding between faculty and administration: impede and dimin-
ish the faculty entrepreneurship. The remainder of this article will dis-
cuss ways for the institution and the individual instructor to cope with
these conditions.

was to enhance successful teaching

Administrative Options. The overall picture for vital instruc-
tional programs is changing, and not for the better. Fiscal constraints
limit faculty and administrators in many ways, includingyhose just
outlined. The greatly increased use of part-time faculty milting ETOM
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inadequate funding further weakens the instructional program while
diminishing the full-time faculty:: importance. Diminishing the role of
full-time faculty may seem desirable to some harried administrators,
but in fact it only exacerbates the college's problems and diminishes
immietional quaky. The anti-faculty and anti-student reliance on
part-time faculty ignores the central role the full-time professional
faculty must have in a quality instructional program.

Recognizing the need for positive long-term action to support
the faculty role is an essential first step, for administrators and govern-

' if* boards. Faculties: largely tenured, are slowly aging, Nit are not
,7:7 very old iet. The adiiiiihtrative and instructionalspersonnel mix"will

, not change greatly viithltime. Passive acceptancu, by administration,
without efforts to reihedy the eiftct of time on the faculty, will only
provoke further deterioration in t to instructional setting. Responsibili-
ties to itt to enhance instruction as the primary process to beongoing
at the college fall on college administrators and on the faculty, col-
lectively and inttividually.

Administrators when possible should exert creative kadership
to promote the faculty role. Efforts at faculty development andwrevital-
ization tsquire support and careful facilitation to be effective. Ways
nerd' io bt found to bring the ideas and experiences of other colleges
andrciessionah.to one's campus and to encourage faculty to reach
out anti:eltprote other settings.' Alternatives to expensive sabbaticah

Faaiity exchange programs are already available. Administra-
tors cip`Otier katilership in arranging participation and provide direct
financyl iiitd other indirect assistance to facilitate such exchanges.
The cost should be very low compared to sabbatical leaves. and corn:
pared to having a discouraged, clock-punching faculty, they are even
lower.

Faculty,ritot4d aha receive nonthreatening support to update
their knowiedgig.their own disciplines. Support for continued educa-
tion for faculty: saildbe easy to justify for an institution that promotes
continued eduatiii for the local citizenry. Assistance in forming
lecommodating work schedules, tuition reimbursement, and recogui-

.::;tiott and reward for an employee's efforts to upgrade his or her skills
well-established practices in industry. Applying them to the

&mmunity colleges seems logical and appropriate.
. , Seeking money from outside the regular funding channel for

changing and improving the educational program can be an effective
mechanism to ease the fiscal crises while promoting the cause of faculty
development. The faculty member's role as entreprene%r is advanced
by the process of seeking grants. Such resource development efforts
usually require the central involvement of interested and committed
faculty. But the likelihood of success in securing funding is greatly

6 4
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increased when the administration participates. For exampk, adminis-
tration can make a competent instructional developer and consultants
to assist in protiosal formation and writing available on campus. The
administration is also 'responsible for facilitating budgeting for fund
matching and for providing expertise and assistance in budget formu-
lation_ Budget formulation is one of the areas in which most creaiiive
faculty innovators lack expertise, and it is one of the areas where
administrative knowledge and experience should' be available.
Proposal-writing workshops. fund-seeking handbooks, collections of
resource papers from groups like the National Council for Resource
Development. and model collections of funded proposals from similar

, institutions should all be available to faculty. Reductions in normal
teaching loads can be used as a device to encourage grant seeking for
selected faculty. Such time release serves as a signal that the adminis-
tration recognizes and values efforts to improve the quality of instruction.

Thr college president and governing board should take action to
stimulate collegiality in order to promote a flourishing aeademic en-
trepreneurship. Intrafaculty cooperation and assistance at the de-
partment. division. and college-wide levels can be fostered by appro-
priate leadership. Administrative decisions on specific issues should be
weighed carefully to determine their impact on collegiality; in the long
run, actions that support the faculty's professional self-image will

result in better faculty leadership and increased responsibility for pro-
viding education. Collective bargaining. the industrial and business
background of many governing board members, and the insecurity
and inadequacy of some administrators and faculty all lead to polar-
ized positions. Such positions and attitudes are too much like the in-
dustrial polarization of management and labor, and are counter-
productive to teaching in the best learning environment possible.
Many of the fiscal shortcomings of the community college are at least
in part beyond the control of the college's administration. Recognizing
that tese financial deficiencies exist and joining together to reach
toward common goals is a beneficial process that requires bold, risk-
taking: governance- sharing initiatives on the part of the president.
Tokenism will not pass the scrutiny of a wary faculty; only genuine
commitment to joining together in a resourcepoor time to achieve

' common goals will create the climate in which theicademic entrepre-
neur cpn effectively grow and flourish.

Faculty Options h is essential tocope creatively with the reality
of the teaching and institutional 1nvironment if faculty are not to
become casualties of the systems in which they work. Some well.
defined administrative actio s for nurturing the instructor's role have
been described. But whethe or not these adminstrative respOnsibilities
are being met. there are things that facility members can do to meet
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their own responsibilities as instructional leaden in he learning
process. Some community college facility do considers le amount of
grumbling and griping; there are more productive 'rigs to do y
creative and challenging things. that will result in better teach in a
better environment. First, a realistic appraisal shodid be made of the
institutional envi expectations should be adjusted to
bring them in line with real community college environment. It is
important to recognize of administrative impotence and to
east., out wishful thinking. ive outlook is essential to counter the
potentially demoralizing 1..nal context. This can best be done
by focusing on the main- . .1 the institution; that is, to teach stu-
dents well. the following ii-iteveral specific approaches toward
accomplishing that goal as a Ccessful academic entrepreneur.

Funds. The primary responsibility ikir.pbtaining the funds to
accomplish educational goals does not rest with the faculty, but there is
a rale for faculty to play in view of the tight financial circumstances of
Most colleges. First, as members of the cunity in which they teach,
faculty can articulate needs. provide in nation, and solicit support
for collcr program. In this era it is not good enough to say it is some-
one else's job. Secondly, sources of funding in the form of grants
awarded on a competitive basis ate available to help faculty and insti-
tutions attack the problems that they perceive. Only competent faculty
can erectly assess instructional neecls and devise solutions and stiate-,
gies. Writing competitive grant proposals requires a lot of work and is
very time consuming. The success rates in any given competition are
small, usually between 10 axd 30 percent. But there are benefits to be
gained from such special activities on the part of faculty. Effective pro-
posal writing requires self-evaluation as a first step. Self-evaluation of
existing programs is of itself professionally worthwhile, regardless of
the eventual outcome in the award competition. Furthermore, by
documenting needs carefully. funds from conventional internal sources
may be easier to obtain in the event that a proposal is unsuccessful. If
the proposal is successful. then funds become available for the entre-
preneur to accomplish instructional objectives. Energy and time must
be committed, but especially when the administration is supportive,
professional growth results.

SelPtelp. As an academic entrepreneur the instructor's pri-
mary capital is his subject matter knowledge and instructional skills.
Experience may make one a more effective instructor. but time takes a
toll. Knowledge decays and becomes outdated; boredom and compla-
cency are enemies of vital instruction. The responsibility for maintain-
ing oneself as a top-quality professional is the instructor's. Revitaliza-
tion, upgrading. experimentation. and innovation are all paths to
better teaching. FelloWships are available from many federal, state,

0
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and private agencies for accomplishing personal reutStal is a college
instructor.-The responsibility to find out about such opportunities is
also the instructor's.

Professional 9rganizations, and professional journals provide
stinstdatimra Active pititlipatory membership rather than mere duel;
paying is essential if one is to receive the full benefit. Often local aitivi,
ties of discipline -Rased organizations are most beneficial because of the
potential for continuing interaction among the participants.

The academic teaching year offers a wonderfully flexible time
schedule. It permits one to enjoy a very pleasant and productive life-
style. Some of the summer recess can be devoted to experiences that
result in better teaching. better organization of course work, or better
management of instruction. Whether the summer is used in this man-
ner often depends largely on whether the institutional environment
supports the faculty entrepreneur's efforts during the rest of ttie year.

conclusion

The faculty member can assume a passive role and get away
with it in the present community college environment. But the true
faculty entrepreneur recognizes his or her responsibility to provide stu-
dents with the best education possibk. A totally passive approach to
instruction is impossible. The varied nature of the instructional process
and the broad role of the faculty member as entrepreneur support
many worthwhile activities that can result in better instruction for stu-
dents. In the reality of the present-hay community college, creative
coping is a responsible and valid course for theaculty member irho
sees himself as an entrepreneur.
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Cogrukrie therapy, a remedial concept, offers arayi
to teach intellecissal shells arksieet the 'sane time

teaching the contort of a thiciphote.

40! a

cognitive therapy: a new mission
, for community colle0s ,

robert g. martin

S
Everyone who teaches knows that altogether too many students cannot
read with comprellbsion, write . coherently', or think* analytically.
Large numbers of students suffer from serious cognitive deficiencies.- If
community colleges are to be responsive to student needs they must
provide specific kinds of instruction designed to overcome these intel-
lectual disabilities. Community colleges must provide cognitive
therapy. The concept of cognitive therapy refers to instruction
designed io teach intellectual skills and ways of processing informa-
tion the basic components of intelligence, while at the same etiase
teaching the content of a discipline. This article will emir that therela
a need for cognitive therapy, that the intellectual .skilleind processes
that comprise intelligence cad be identified, and that wa r to teach
content and process can be devised. Of course, cognitive is a
remedial oortirpt. Too many students are thinkingiat ',ley. below
whsre they.should be or could be. Providing cognitive therapy meat
1g a new mission for community colleges.

41 7

Tis Various research studies simply document what instructorrl
41daily 'confront. SAT scores illustrate a continuous decline in student
It.

why cognitive therapy is needed

*;46;
Cages,
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°
knowledge-and aptitude over the past fourteen years. There-is noclear
explanation for the decline. Various reasons ranging from the influ-
ence of television to.changes in teaching methods have been advanced.
The most common reaction has been to focus on what the schools have
..been doing or not doing: But there has also been another react ion,. and
that is to deny the validity of the SAT, charging that it does nOt mea

--sure-tjae-full,range.of.skillt-students are-learning and that it does not
measure abilities of students from outside the mainstream of white
majority culture.

There may be some validity to such charges, but the evidence of
a decline is not confined to SAT scores. There Ica great deal of statisti-
cal evidence, garnered by a variety of testing devices, that lends sup-
port to the conclUsion of a serious decline in the intellectual perfor-

' Mance of students of all classes, ethnic groups, and parts of the coun-
t ; try (Armbruster, 1975). This defaid. is tpo compelling to ignore. .A

new Miasion for community colleFs must be to find ways to overcome,
these intellectual deficiencies. What is called fords cognitive therapy.

That cognitive therapy is needed implies that normal or
expected cognitive development has not taken place. Special treatment
is necessary to overcome the deficiencies. But why should providing
cognitive therapy be a new Mission for community colleges? Cognitive
therapy is; of course, needed at all levels of education, but it is an espe:
.cially important mission for community colleges since they serve an
especially diverse student population.- Over the past decade commu-
nity colleges have sought to accommodate the needs of this diverse
population by providing a wide range of programs and courses in
transfer, vocational, and community service areas. Yet all students
have a common intellectual need, even If they are unable to perceive it:
the need for cognitive development, a need that can be served by all
academic areas and disciplines.

the back-to-hasics movement

The question is: Now are intellectual deficiencies to be:re:
dressed? Two interrelated movements have begun, 'one at the precol:
lege level and one at the college level. The existence of the back-tO.
basics movement at the precollege leVel does not obviate the. need for
cognitive therapy at the college level. The movement is too diverse to
expect rapid improVement in student aptitude. Even when we succeed
in teaching basic skills, it will be years before better prepared students
reach community colleges. In any case, a large number of students who
enter community colleges either do not conplete high.school or do so
in an environment that cannot assure normal cognitPie development.
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At the college level, back-to-basics has most ofTn, assumed the
form orestablishing a coreerriculumand/or. remedial reailing and ;1;1
writing courses, Tibeelective system of the 1460s and 1970s, the system
that held that students should be free to make their owneven if
foolishchoices, is being qtiestioned on virtually every campuS,on-
eern over SAT scores partly explains the reevaluation of the dative,
system, but there is also a concern With the trend in higher editcation
towarrl)htreasingly narrow voCationai education.i. the fear is that 1tu-
denes.are being taught more and more about letsvd less. Many edu-
vitors are reiterating arguments thrt a liberal edutakion bitter serves
students (MurChland, 1976).

The core -curriciro designed to assure that students are
briiadly educated. The ationale for Harvard's dire eumiculum; for
'giample, is thagfery educated person should "acquire basic literacy
in major forms of intellectual discourse." To aSsurepthat students are so
educated, Core requirements a basic se(, of courisesin the humanities,
the social scites, and the ntural sciences are established: The
rationale for t*se core courses is cognitively based. The emphasi%is on
the acquisition of intelleCtual competencies ratVer than simply on
course content. Pew would take issue with the characteristics- Of the
educatecitpie;son outlinecloinTthe Harvard Report. (Scully, 1978). How,
tilaugh, are students to acquire these characteristics?

To foculs on a new mission fo?community colleges; there is'Within
both these Reform movemehts, back-to- basi& aid the core curricu-.
Wm, ate potential for reversing the declining intellectual abilitieat,of
students. But 0 potential can only be .realized when instructors
reconceptualize the prods of"rning and: their own roles as.disciAlne

jpecialists andAinstructors Within community colleges. That reconcep-
tualizationtnat take' cognizance of th*Ways people develop cognitively, 4i

the componenP,sles of cognitive thOctipy,.and the need for instructors 4tt
t4become cognitive therapists. .*

an

teaching intellectual skills and cognit&e stritegies 0#1

ff instruction is to facilitate..Cognitive development, what is to
be the "core" of the curriculum? The attempt to redress cognitive deli;
Fiencies by reaching4 core of content is misdirected. An instructor has
a commitment to a discipline and believes it to be valuable, if not vital,
to finellettua development. Bit a course of study that''a,dopts as its
primary objective the trans'inittingopf a body of information will be
only marginally effective in improving intelligence or aptitude. C.ogni-

etive therapy necessitates focusing. directly or} teaching .cognitive pro-
cesses. 04cOurse the teaching of cognitive processes does not take placec, , 22

.



ifidependent of content. In fact, the learning of content will not be,
'; sacrificed bygan instructional.approach that focuses on the process side

of cognition.
Instruction so conceptualized begins"with an assumption that a

major teaching objective is to facilitate learning how to learn. A
rationale for an emphasis on cognitive, processes rather than content
rests on facilitating transfer of learning. There is little need to

4; rationalize the value iNf transfer, Few would disigte with' the proposal
that a primary function of formal, educatibn is to prepare students for
life outside the classroom; debate centers on the most effective
methods of transfer. Educational theorists have differing views, but
there is cornrgon agreement/that what promotes transfer, involves the
generalizing of insights, 'uitclerstandirigs, attitudel, inteitectual skills,
and cognitive strategies. Much of what is generalized remains. too gen-

pral to be defined, except fOr skills and strategies. There is, perhaps, a
stibtle distinction between intellectual 4kills and cognitive sttrategies,
but the distinction is Ilitellectual *ills are those skills identified by
Bloom and his, associates in thtir taxonomy (1956), and cognitive stra-
tegies are identified as basic inforaltion-processing,SYstems such as afe s
oxplicated by Farnharn-Diggory (1912).

The Bloom taxonomy employs a fivofold diyision of intellectual
skips and these in turn are subdivided. (hers have modified Bloom's
taxonomy. But how is the taxonomy to be used for instructional pur-
poses? Are the skills to be taught in a hierarchical manner as the
taxonomy seems to sutgeSt? Two ?;:lntsideratiOns need be kept in mind. v.

The taxonomy is an invariant sequence; that is, each higher-level skiU
contains 'within* the thinking of preceding' skills. And second, the
COmpleicitred a question, problem, or situation is a concern separate
from the kind of think rig involved. Each skill can be employed at dif-.

feteni levels of complexity. It is.not necessary for students to handle
complex comptehension-problems bekri they attempt thinking that.,
involves synthesis. The entire rair of intellectual skills can be devel-
oped at the same time's:Complexity can be, varied to meet the dttvelop-
menvi need.

However, clarifying these two features of thelaxonomy dcos note
'-:p

7; provide Much guidancofor designing curticuluniti The taxonomy con-
tains many implications * instruction, but it, is not easy to apply ?All

too kinds of debates develop vlhen someone attempts tq explieate the char-
acteristics ofaa specific skill. There can be value in isolating such char-
ackristics, bUt instruction at cognitive therapy need no become in-

.uvoWed in the cumbersome nomenclature of inclividuil skills and
componew of skills. Students can be taught intellectuarskills aspgross
sets rathefithan .lisolated skills. '4

4
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Herber (1970) offers useful guidance for teaching reading in the
content areas by providing models that teach the Bloom skills without
concern for the specific skill being taught. His model of levels of
comprehension is based on general agreement that comprehension can
take place at different levels of cognition. Students can be asked ques-
tions at three levels of comprehension when reading, whether the
material is written, visual, or auditory. Questions can be asked at the
literal level (What does the author say?), at the interpretive level (What
does the author mean ?), and at the applied level (What does what the
author says mean to you?). Using this model, curi-icplums tan be devel-
oped at various levels of sophistication and in a variety of ways to meet
both content and process objectives.

Similar models for teaching writing and thinking have been .
developed that obviate the need for trying to sort out specific skills. .

The functional writing model developed by Van Nostrand (1977) is an
effective, workable method for improving writing while learning con-
tent. Reading and writing. of course, require thinking, but thinking
lkills can be more directly taught after students have .mastered the
three levels of comprehension. For example, analysis is a particularly
negleCted but vital skill that deserves special attention. It is central to
what constitutes intelligence. Herber provides an organizational
pattern model that is simply a gross set for teaching aspects of analysis.
Beyer (1977) provides additional practical and readily adaptable ways
to teach analysis skills. (First read Beyer's Back to ifisics, then refer to
his bibliography for additional sources'.)

A focus on jntellectual skills, however. does not provide a fully
adequate explanation of how people think. Because large bodies of
information must be dealt with, there is a need for more than specific
thinking skills. Students must be able to generate concepts, solve prob-
lems, and develop synthesis. To do so they ieed strategies for processing
informagbn.' When C9 nted with a. prbblem, academic or other-
wise, a strategy for hand or processing the pnelem is needed. This
strategy may range from simply making a guess to employing a formal
process of inquiry. Information-processing strategies are far less precise
operaeicins than are intellectual skilli. They Ste' heuristic systems
human programs analogous to computer programs. A specific ipstero
for problem solving can be devised and talight, but students will mod-
ify that.systernto suit their own needs and dispositions. The arguniNt
.is that students will tarn better.-they will have a "better mind," and
they will be more intelliirnt if they have learned heuristic strategies.

While no two people think entirely alike, Farnham-Diggory
(1972) argues that information is processed in five different systems:
scanning aill holding, remembering, generating and classifying,

.,
a *1/4
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problem solving. and or-tiering and relating. Individual systems are
modifications of these five basic systems..

Instruction in inforination processing takes the form of suggest-
ing models and ways di dealing with information. For example,
concept modeling has proven to be one useful approach to assisting
students in processing informatio'n by ordering it into concepts (Beyer
and Prnna. 1972). And a teaching strategy known as inquiry is
especially useful as a way to get students to think through a problem or
issue (Beyer. 1971),

intelligence can be taught

If intellectual skills and cognitive strategies can be identified,
the question, remains of whether instruction designed to teach these
can improve learniitg. Whimbey (1975), argues that just as an instruc-
tional method that regards swimming as a pattern of skills can make
most anyone a competent swimmer, so an instructional approach that
regards intelligence or aptitude as comprised of learned information-
processing skills can teach most anyone to be competently intelligent.
Intelligence is not some innate capacity; it is a specific set of learned
skills. While manyopeoelr learn these skills in a developmental fashion
from childhood. and it is desirable to do so, these skills can be taught
directly to tits.

Fina y, is it the responsihilitY.of community college instructors
in the content aras to teach these skills? Students have always acquired
and improved their intellectual skills and cognitive strategies through
the study of the content of the academic disciplines. But it has always
been an indirect process whereby "through some combination of inde-
pendent learning, serendipitously good teaching, and elbow rubbing
with peers and acuity members... many students have made note-
worthy cogniti trides. This indirection, however, is no longer ade-
quate. It canno e assumed that these skills "will spring full wn
into the heads of students by some happy accident of college a emy"
(McGanagill. 1977, pp. 102 106).

,

This article has argued that a large nurnter of students clearly
suffer from cognitive deficiencies and the only way to relieve that suf-
feriniis to provide cognitive therapy that is. to directly teach intel-
reCip skills and cognitive strategies in the content areas. No more
vital mission faces community colleges today than providing instruc-
tion aimed toward assuring that students can read with comprehen-
sion, write coherently, and think analytically. To fulfill this mission,
community colleges must provide instruction designed as cognitive
therapy.

I
fr'tg ege -- io,
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of Early Childhood." Had Wordsworth been required to take this class,
he world probably have expired from boredom before he had time to
recollect his early intimations of immortalitt.

Let us begin with an indisputable observation. No one but a
really exceptional teacher can mutilate the "Intimations Ode.** It is
filled with imagery so gorgeous that one feels he can almost touch its
beauty. Its themes are so relevant and familiar to the student that he
can, without a word from theteacher; explicate lines such as "Shades
of the prison house begin to close upon the growing boy."

One thing, is obvious the prison doors have definitely closed
here. With a flash of insight, she realizes why the desk tops around her
are marred by obscenities laboriously carved by years of students. It is
the same principle that motivates prisoners who have been incarcer-
ated for fifteen years to write on the walls of their cells. She conjectures
that this would be an appropriate topic for an article in Psychology
Today but abandons the idea becausepeople who denigrate their col-
leagues are not promotable in academe: (Denigrating one's colleagues
is acceptable only if done privately and not in the presence of the col-
leagues.)

Back to the "Intimations Ode" or what passes for it. If the
teacher were not staring directly at her, she would stick a pencil down
her throat. Stitely unarrested gagging would be a respectable reason
for leaving the room. But the teacher is watching her. As a matter of
fact, the woman has not taken her eyes off her since the bell rang.

Now there are two ways to survive peer evaluation. One, that
which she herself has employed. is to say to oneself. "What the helll
They're here. there's nothing I can do to prevent it, I'll pretend that I
know what I'm doing even though I've never been taught what I'm
supposed to do, and maybe IV carry it off because I know that they
don't knowwhat I'm supposed to be doing an! better than I do." This
technique works quite well if the evaluator is more passive than tbt
evaluates.

However. ifJas in this case. the personality traits are reversed.
the best course is for the individual being evaluated to appear as piti-
able as possible. If he succeeds, no matter how poorly he teaches, the
evaluator will feel obliged to protect him with a carefully worded
commientary: "I went to the class- It was held in a room on the univer-
sity cltnpus. Students were there. (It is important not to specify how
many; in this case. for example. 80 percent of the class is absent.) The
instructor demonstrated organizational ability by beginning the class
on time. She used the blackboard. Once she walked to the window,
which proves that she is ambulatory. I believe that it is essential for
teachers to write on blackboards and to be ambulatory. Although sev
eral of the students slept during class, the instructor remained awake

7
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the entire time. I think this is an indication of her perseverance and her
dedicaticin as a teacher."

1Ie problem that has arisen recently is that the provost has
detected the deception. After seven years. the administration has con-
cluded that writing on blackboards, carrying books into class, and
looking at students occasionally do not constitute good teaching. They
still are not certain what does, but at least they have eliminated some
of the more obvious possibilities.

The result has been that now the evaluator is as much on trial as
the evaluates. This constitutes the suicidal or Catch 22 element in peer

. evaluation. One can satisfy the administration and tell the truth about
what occurs in a classroom. If it is bad (it frequently is), then one can
be assured that the evaluatec and all of his friends (bad teachers gener-
ally have morr friends than good ones hate) will consider it a sacred
duty to "get- the evaluator sooner or later. Since promotions often
originate from the department, accomplishing this feat is usually quite
easy. On the other haul. one can prevaricate about observations of a

rcolleague's work in whi h case. if the dean or some janitor in the pro-
vost's office has knowled of the mediocrity of the evaluatee's teach-
ing. the evaluator ends up in trouble because promotions must be
approved by the dean and the provost. and they frown upon faculty
who.lie about other facra4y members' ineptness. (They do not, of
course. object to anyone's lying about administrative ineptness.)

So here she is to shadow box, bait, and commit suicide. This
particular teacher has either raised the act of feigning humility to an
art or is genuinely threatened. It wcorld be easier if the former were
true, but it is not. The woman is embarrassed. confused terrified.
Someone long ago. someone very like her. taught her how to scan the
"Intimations Ode.- how to recognize the allusions, how to plac5,it in
the Romantic Movement. how to relate it to WorOsworth'S friendship
with Coleridge. But no one ever told her how to teach n to others.

That was supposed to come from association with her own
teachers sort of like one contracts black lung if he spends enough
time down in the coal shaft "iith older; miners. Or, in special' cases,
teaching ability is regarded a,s a genetic endowment.,This principle is
usually espoused by those who assume that one day when he was-ten
Michael DeBakey walked over to an ailing neighbor's house adp per-
formed flawless open heart surgery or that when she was three Dorothy
Hamill strapped 9n her ice skates and went zipping across tlye Atlantic
Ocean to compete in the Olympics. Somehow something has gone
wrong herr. There is no inborn talent. There is no evidence that the
lady has been affected by the communication abilities of Socrates or
whoever served as her pedagogical model. awroo'

She herself is frequently unsure about what constitutes "good"
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teaching. But she has learned to recognize 'lad." ' urs when
suasion. definitions of Romanticism and biographic a take pre-
cedence over the vitality and beauty of Wordsworth's rds. "Bad" is
diefiembering thought from feeling and playing word games with the
reality of art. It is manipulating universality into elitism. relevance into
extraneousness, life into death, literature into science.

And the woman is terriiied! From time to time her hands trem-
ble. (This has to be authentic because trembling hands are not permis-
sibk in the classroom. The only people who are allowed to have shaky
hands are the two akoholics, andlbey are usually so well plastered by
the time they get to class that their hands never tremble anyway.) Her
consternation is evident in her. which resemble those of a lab-
oratory dog about ve its-throat s or a purpose it cannot com-
prehend.

If she, the teacher, and their careers were the only considera-
1131111, she could easily decide about the evaluation she must write. One
alternative would be to overlook her own career temporarily and hope
the. Able, the dean, and the honest members of the department
would die or quit so that she could fabricate a pleast story about her
experience here today. /Even if she damaged her she coin con-
sole herself with the thought that she had abided by /the,Golden Rule
and performed a great humanitarian sacrifice. On the other hand. she

P could plead professionalism and tell the truth. Her reservation in this
case would be not simply repercussions from the woman's allies but also
her own sagging pity for this pathetic. puffy .looking, middle-aged
spinster who is a victim of the negligence of her own profession..

Their careers are not. however, the only salient factors. There
are also the students. Wordsworth, and Ow "Intimitions Ode." Now it
is one thing io assassinate Wordsworth and the "Intimation* Ode."
One is an inanimate object and the other is already dead. But what
about the students? 'My God, the students! What is her obligation to
them? Here they sit while this appalling performance drags on. How
long has it lasted? Forty minutes? Twenty years? Change the clothing
styles a little, and who can tell? Their faces. their postures. their bore-
dom are precisely similar to those of the people who encountered this
woman on the first day she ever entered a classroom.

And no one has done anything about it! No one has told her the
truth. No or111 has advised or urged or compelled,ber to improve. She
has spent twenty years dismembering the "Intimations Ode" and suffo-
cating students, and there is no one with the courage to say, "Stop!
Enoughr No one with the compassion to say. "Let me show you how . . ."
And even if someone had. how can one be sure that she would listen?

The instructor glances briefly out the window. Unobserved, she
carves meticuloUsly with her pen in the tny bare space in the desk's

7L'
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upper right corner: "Crap, It is not cathartic. But she wonders chee r
fully what the department, the dean, the provost would do if, square in
themiddle of her evaluation, she were to describe this experience with
that one explicit word. Crap. It is delightfully ambiguous. It could
apply to the teaching, it could be a message to the administration, it
could be a description of the students'. For all any of theitioknow. it
coul4 be a synopsis of the goddamned Bill of Rights.

There is much to be said for brevity. Twentieth-century litera-
ture has also demonstrated that there is much to be said for obscurity.
Crap. In the corner of a desk or on a clean white sheet of paper neatly
centered under the uni%ersity's letterhead: "I have evaluated Professor
X. Crap,'

t

Btllie Dziech teaches English at University Conti* of
the University of Cincinnati



Student evalsetion can Map improve.
Ass ruetthnal

I

faculty opinions about
student evaluation

trudy haffron bers
mary olson

What do faculty want to know from their students to help them im-
prove their teaching and classroom performance? This question is
often posed. but rarely investigated. This article addresses this ques-
tion by focusing on one procedure by which students can inform fac-
ulty: student evaltiation surveys.. The use of.these surveys has become
widespread. yet there.is,often ambiguity and sometimes even conflict
about their purposes. l student evaluation intended to help an in-
structor identify strengths and weakliest:es' ? Is it to provide re ale mea-
sures of how "goCid" a teacher is. or to compare relative degree %f
"goodness" among colleagues? Is it to be used to give administrators
information with whiab a judge instructors? li it to help ssuclenia
decide whose courses to take ancrwhat to expect from their teachers?
these are just some of the we* to whicf stiklent evaluation cakbe
and we suggest that defining,objectivet for ftudent evalnation M a pee-
requisite to designing a. form arideprOpess and having it. Atit with fac

p uky acceptance. -

In thvvast literature about-student evaluatiOn.Aciere is virtually
g.no mentionti bow instructors view it. In most institutions is aprip

Newt De oinrimmu for Commitosety Colleges. 24, lei
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that evaluation forms has been des eloix-d by only a handful of people
representing the ennui facully. In some. class.cvaluation instruments

..ciate itielPosed from above. and faculty hose virtually no opportunity to.
" affect them. Clearly this is an ealsy method for conducting evaluatiohf

a lei% interested parties write an evaluation instrument, departmental
or divisional deans or chairmen decree that it be used, and faculty
submit.

This article describes a different 'approach to student' evalua-
tion one that begins with faculty concerns an builds thessr.into"an

-evalgation instrument that addresses thre concerns. The guiding prin-
ciple of this process is that srudent es aluat ion is post appropriately and
usefully viewed as a tool to help faculty assess and improse thrir perfor t

manse as teachers.

J

student evaluation NA faculty concerns
4--

Student es aluat ion of faculty fits into current concerns of (Wil-
t's/unity college teachers in a yaricty of ways. first. community wIleges
are- primarily teaching institutions. andlicommunity College teachers
air dedicated to quality instill( non Community colleges arc the pri-
mary beneficiaries of twn postsecondary trends the graying of the
campus. and aspirations for (allege ethic anon held by many students
academically unprepared for college-lc-se! work. In rthepclaswipom the
effect of these-trends is the wide c hiOnologic al and academic diversity
of communitll collegr students. Instructora must no only be competent
to their subjects. but able to teach a wick variety of students,

Student evaluation can provide facuitv with clues allow this
quality of their performance and point to artits that need work or are
suicesiful. Vibes in the classroom provide such clues throughout the
smarter, but some students are noticeably poor in sending vibes and
tome instructors are noticeably dense in receiving them. Thtp student
evaluation is one means of prosiding information to instructors.
though wr by no means suggest it is the only means.

Stuslen ccaluation also addresses Concerns of accountabilig.
TittiNIFIRim with which educators base !en held in the pashas waned
in the last two decades. and now cdust.N44n is-being challenged to prose
its effectiveness_ Students, parents. and fvnding sources demand*
accountability. Law suits against schools and o essors for failing to
teach what was promised aitcl taxpayers' re tintli of tax referrnda
reflect public unwillingness to accept educati and educators toques-
tioninglv. Student evaluation can be ope means for maintaining ac-
countability.

In the pational rtath to -involve- students in the late 1966s and



ea 1970s st dent evaluation was a symbol of the recognition that, as
consu of their educations, students- should have a say in. what
occurred in ducational institutions, especially the classroom. The
shrillness of this argument has softened now,, but the premise that stu-
dents hava right to shape their educations remains, aild student eval-
uation is a means by which students can have ,a say.

Another current faculty concern is that of professional develop.-
dent and its corollary, personal renewal. The expansion of profes-

, sional development programs is. in part a recogniion that faculty mo-
bility has been greatly reduced since the 1960s, and that whereas pre-.
viodsly faculty turnover was one mode for keeping institutions and in-
dividuals fresh, longer periods of service at one school and fewer new .
faculty are recipes for stagnation. Faculty remain fresh by attempting
new teaching approaches, and students' rear-ions to new ways of orga7..
nizing subjects can help faculty differentiate between empty,
mickry and innovative substance.

In sum, we have suggested at least four contemporary fa.
concerns that student evaluation can touch: effective instru
accountability, involvement of student's, and professional *grciWili. We...
have at the same time been careful to specify that student evaluatign
can affect these. 'However, nvt a11,faculty believe student evaluation is
valuable, and in some casestit is viewed as clearly dangerous. These
views also must be examined.

deketive aspeCts of student evaluati8n
- .

One concern expressed by faculty about student evaluation is
the tendency to assume more is better; that is, the more classes that
evaluatg, instructors, the more helpful. the information obtained' will
be. Amassing large amounts of data may be impressive to board mem-

s and outside accrediting agencies, but it may in fact get in the way
ccessful teaching.
-- Qnce students catch on that a particular week is designated for

'evaluation and once they have submitted two or three evaluations,
-,.

ove: ill sets in. To avoid c9mpleting additional evaluations, they stop
.?

com to. classes altogether, which means a small group of students
who do not represent the entire class ends up evaluating instructors.

----.61eurtherrnore, since it takes more administrative effort to disseminate
. ..
and collect evaluations from large numbers of classes, personnel may
be tied up with this task.and be unable to perform other, more routine

., work. Irritability and. inefficienCy result, neither of which help faculty
joOk kindly upon their evaluation results,. ,

.

A second faculty objection to strident evaluation is based cfril.the

O)
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4Amtuiseithat.Stu0ents, are not appropriate judges of the eduCation they

cRriaUMraliat is some instructos,gue that students do not have suf-
ficient Inciklehre abolimubjectstitd teaching to evaluate bow effec-
tive instruction haSbeen,This is a philosophkal arguwent, and we will -

` suggest hiivpio.deal with it., Illi, ' ' '
.

. -

.::,71,. .,,,,./ k jl: Ili d fatty - concern is the method by which most evaluatiOn
itistrupienta- are7Ocessed. Each liiestion is scored separately, ara
seanetitites a c*Inposiie score is calculated to serve as *summary "ran r -
ing.." Forewanaple,&tk percentage-of students expecting %, Bs, Cs,
and so on 40111 be, caltiilated: likewise, the percent ;E of students who
rate the inttructor'S ability to'explain assignments clearly as excaent;
very pod, and se on, will be prOvided. But virtually never is.tlf per-
centage of students who rate ability as excellent an who expect high
marks provided. Yet many faculty feel Olettannot evaluafirat stu; y, TA
dents say about them without knowing something about the kinds of
students saying these things. Collecting helpful data without analyzing
them properly is little better than not collecting.them at all:

. Finally; ald perhaps inost 'seribusly-t some -faculty belieye2t*'..
purpose of student evaluation is reallruchgiyeittitinisgators informa-; A
tion to use as justification for rewaiding favorites ancrammunition to . 1
tise in punishing opposition. ''-;' . f;

Po summarize, the negative aspects of stiadents,eyaluation in-
clude altendenoy to assume that blot of evaluation iseqtiiyalent to
quality evaluation, a peiteption that students are not aPpropsiate----
judges of their own educational experiencestea tendency. 0,:dacia be
collected and then not appropriately analyzed, and the ftai that eval-
uation results will t used for or against faculty.

lir f
4 f: how to make student evaluation<york for faculty...,.. -

6

No matter what steps administratoi-5 and faculty take to allay
. ,?)suspicioni, some faculty win continue to believe that studentseyalua-

.

tion is at best a useless exercise pretending to improve instruction. At
. Ivorst, some faculty will see student, evaluation as a 'potential sword

with wiieh to rationajizeWunitiye actions against them. We believe
that any school wishing to Vake student evaluation at all helpful must
recognize that it will be im ''. ssible to convert all faculty to, benefits
of thii p5ocess. Enormous a ounts of energy and frustration will be
saved if administravis and faculty accept this at the outset and con-
centrate instead oifdeyeloping evaluation processes and forins best
suited to the largest 151!tYssible number of faculty.

In following the procedure described below, we accepted this
caveat. To put it lulttly, we beliet* that faculty who want to know

.1'
!,,i
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.what their students think of themts instructors deserve institutional
support for developing instruments to help them find this out. Faculty
who do not believe in student evaluation will not make use of the data
mown. We reiterate Out conviction that k can best' be viewed as an

.indication to faculty of areas that should be repeated'or revised-in their
c I assrobms

development of student evaluation

Since its inception, Oakton Community College has prided it-
self on being an innovative college committed to the learning process.
In a facitIty resolution passedin the fall of 1971, only one year after the
school began, formal student evaluation was officially declared to be a
constructive meats of determining the degree to which courses air per-
tinent, relevant, and stimulating. As a result of this resolution a corn-

; mittee of four students, an instructor, and an administrator was
formed.

The charge of this committee was to design a form for students
to use in evaluating faculty. The committee conducted a student opin-
ion poll that determined that students were in favor of rating instruc-
tional performance by their teachers. Students believed these ratings
shouldebe. used to help faculty improve their classroom performance,
but were skeptical about their use in affecting salaries and promotions.

. The committee desi?tgned a form with ninety-eight objective
questions and several open-ended ones. Students objected vehemently
to the length of the survey. What they did not realize and it would
undoubtedly hale made them. even angrier was that he computer
processed only, twenty questions; for all practical pur ses, the other
seventy-eiet questions were,ignored. This experience points to a cru-,
cial aspect of successful student evaluation: excessively long instru-
ments alienate students, and not using all available data compounds
the disservice.

At this time the college was operating on a merit system. Fac-
ulty were divided into three Interdisciplinary clusters and cluster deans
were responsible for evaluating faculty in three areas: college effective-
pess, cluster effectiveness, and instructional effectiveness. Results of
student evaluation were part of the information used to rate the latter*
Deans' final evaluation determined faculty promotions and, even
dearer to the heart of faculty, their raises.

The evaluation form used has undergone several revisions since
the long form described above was designed. A faculty governance
committee has taken primary responsibility for the design of new
forms, and two major revisions occurred under its leadership. The

0vQ..
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most -recent instrument,was written in 1975-76; it consists of fourteen
objective items asking. about the coutse and instructor, and an addi-
tional five items asking about the student.

During the 1975-76 revision the board of student affairs was
asked to review the instrument but they were unenthusiastic about the
job. They could see no payoff for themselves in making an investment
in this area; students were not given the evaluation results, and evalua-
tion was done late in the semester with faculty receiving results after
the term ended. Thus classroom changes t4t might have occurred in
response to student evaluation could n instituted during the
semester.

4 second principle of student evaluation is suggested here:
without direct payoffs for themselves, students do not appreciate and
may in fact resent student evaluation. The student view of student
evaluation must be kept in mind as administrators and faculty design
evaluation instruments andprocesses.

The purposc and Methods of student' evaluation at Oakton
came under new light following the 1976-77 school year. The merit
evaluation system was, after much debate, eliminated. Though not the
topic of this article, the school's experiences with a merit system
deserve scrutixty as a case study of the clash between idealistic theory
and hard reality. A central objection to the merit system by faculty was
the absence of clearly defined, objective measures on which to base
facultyiatings. Many faculty members viewed student evaluation with
5t.tspkidp, blaming negative evaluation for their own poor ratings and

ila,Labgink some administrators of ignoring poor student evaluation if
. de:rig 3o.suited their biases in favorably rating some faculty.

' -Twit developments cleared the way for our investigation of fac-
Akba;p104:ohs about student evaluation. The first was a study of the
rn osAir eC Nit- evaluation form. The study demonstrated that the ques-

ot tioggp\ir4Vited only positive responses from students and did so little
:to h between excellent, adequate, and poor faculty perfor-

ce t was virtually useless. This study documented what fac-
had Wel Baying infiRrma-lly: the objective quations were of little

valued any stVent opinions that were usefeil to faculty were
expressed in the open 9nded4rtfo# tilt form.

The second dev'eloprwnt ralowed the first: a moratorium on
student evaluation was declii.red for all faculty except new faculty,
part time instructors,Aand those who requested formalsevaluation. The
moratorium cleared' the air, student annoyance over exitssive evalua-
tion receded,: faculty gained perspective about the process, and a newly
formed committee found out what faculty wanted. to know from stu-
dents. This brings us to our present subject: how to make student eval-



nation work for faculty. working for faculty, we do not mean that
faculty will be uniformly praised by them; we mean that student eval-
uation should provide faculty with information useful to them in the
dasabotn. To do this, we,have to know what faculty consider useful
information.

acidly opinions about student evaluation
ve

In ordet tOsassess views of student evaluatialk, an ad hoc'
committee of faculty designed a questionnale to distribute
to all faculty at the' school. Responses were obtained from twathirds of
the faculty-, some who did rult respond to theswritten instrument ver-
bally related that. they did not believe in student evaluation. However,
we do not know why all of the otir third who did not respond refused to
do so. Therefore; assumptions cannot realty be drawn about them: and
we have used responses from the other faculty as general statements
from all faculty. With these Eimeats i4 mindpwe turn now to a brief
summary of faculty views. "Wsimplify this, :we have listed the main

* issues iri the form ofAuestions and answers.
4111, t-. H* should palliation be administered? Faculty ate divided

Am. who should administer evaluations. One quaiTer believe faculty
shou d not administer4 form* to their oweliclasses, while 40 percent
believe they should. More than half t faculty want to implement
evaluation early iR the *Tilt-seer so results can be used to improve the

fl same clapses. Despite facult omplaints about saturation, neatly half
that faculty want classes ivaUtoted cry semester, and another third
want it fiery her term. Further sup rt for evaluation is prbvided by
the fact that one quarter of the faculty nt every single class to evalu-
atathem, while another 40 percent want at least two or three classti to
does° (mamal te1ching load ur or five classes per semester depend-"-
ing on credit haul). The c nclusion from these responses is that fac-
ulOy do want students to eva uate them regularly and frequently, much

4) mop regtlarly and.frequently than the committee had assumed.
2. Who slwuld obtain evaluation results and how should these

bo presented? It must be remembered that, although Oakton is no
longer on a merit evaluation system. feelings ran high during the time
the system was in effect and residues of bad feeling undoubtedly
remain. 'Recalling the sometimes bitter complaints about subjectivity
in merit ratings, the committee was surprised that three quarters of the
faculty believe results of their evaluation should be made available to'
their cluster deans (their iramediate supervisors). Less than a third be-
!:eve ,results should go to Students, and only 11 percent believe they
shOuld go to other faculty. In the paibaverage scores for tha entire
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faculty and fbr each interdiSCiplikary cluster have been calculated and
FaCk( person could compare. his or her score with these- group,(cores.
f acuity clid.not find these group .averages helpful: however:more than
half thelfaculty believed comaring.their individual scores to group
rankings fosthoseteaChing the saint courseiind. for thOse in the same
cii?cipline would be helpful.

3. Can ittudents adecluat ,aluate faculty' Surprisingly,
three quarters of tkikrespondents
or no(,they have been effei'live to
agreed 'With ihittgain it must 1>e re
were strongly. againki evatuat
students c0tilk..not judge teaching,. the 41
probably artificially iwifia-ted,,,by the noi't
cotollary to the c rdetiie .given student eval
fifths of the fac di want evaluation_

be on the etaluation
nsus .about :What

ionistwat. ?%lonost
tions al4ut sue h ice ulry organizat
books.assignments, tc Ea-tilts rest
structors drmonstrar spporr for opt-
most indicated that r i en of mote litiplo
than objecjisr sectirita* urstiormaire. Fiikti10..rac
supported some. 1.s.ay qucsiirinnair
writing their onpachl 1034 amp+ or biciirawtri'g from
prepared que.stions..., .

;

that students know whether
and only five percent (Lis- .

t some nonrespprlderits..
ho precise gioundt that,

-ment rwited here I4
absence

re that fotir

icy

bef
4-,

'4' What
onstrafed- su r prt
included on a fficul

tie swirl. fat ulty stiOugli sepportd the practice9f student eval-
uatior ;undye d. their support Was gkarer rhariliactbreaextkoted. Dis
agreement. wtirre it.exist4.-Ltakpre)bablv tx at ronrinodatid through a ;

ilexihlersyste ru. sutlifas oneiu4vdric h evaluation .needriot be required
rash .,Litesteri, but flick- tat ult) Best it tan. ...,

1Vhsk the le pport for &doer i% ing,4401u4ion tesults? We
-seneral reasonik Nisi. the deans' job des7i-ri i n stresses

'es isible,(or "helping facultV improv'e reir teaching
rinoil)c done unlswilansila-.e..:0inii.oiion 0

rosy, sir
that /I
lle( iitIrmess..

,,,. 4, i
c11()Wi'Latiblite a frf pyfrttlilpIld II( )V.. Stu deals are Feat ting.to them. N
orrgetrabitiqtrspeci y vtfaties. cleans rah -vjewect hi; fa,s.ulty as less*

amt. 10,.01..i puruslitrit-rit . thi helpful t ts of ek insii)0nsilnli-i
'sties HI a Ifinfe, bililk flt Sl'«4111 , If ma be L11.1t faigalli awarelfolstoflc
others, i cyrrqx tent ire and t heirltteca re to weed.r.nit bact opt irsirner-
ates approval for b rriabilfyg adtT11.01gril,tirtS to do saw- kt ever,

- . this is pwhablv the owiroultv 4.%4 facUltv. icrns {it r _sec-linty
generally override the desire to liirinriaty into 0. ly,sot-ne I_.
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faculty tonytbeliere .4.Aim line auPtrintits, deans
h

be inf
about their subotdinatei" per,formanpe:and diat t ev
results,prttideietype'of information isthis proctps:

. .r . . . .

ittoiiriendationa
.-

guidelinet reittirding..tlit tontent-and adirtinfstration of
:snicien -siliiuld be estabhsbed, bat. faculty triembers want

... .. flexibility 1 what items 'aril on' the iltsirtitnent,' tht timing of fipple-
nientatioh'iMd tht frill utriCy of evilui#iOrtsz. ''. . . ', .

piudtmfareinot.adiSitifo accriilo kiltigion dadl.and foc
lofty do edit support their obtifning thern..:biere retrts:to bt little point
in trying to rte intettif Where there 'is nett and where conflict,
may reach. nojevidt-nte-so'ciplain why Students are not*-
qiiestinirthrsulta of evaluation;Probably the fantthat h .ey do t;fit

%see muffs cootributew their cuirrilqiisinterest art it,!--. tk 4 :

Ifhevevalitasiort YeSults-,ttot beitsrd by individual"facUltylp On-,t.
llimetidn with (leans and other r.tclividthaits teaching the saMe..cou to .'..."1,

itnproiefinilues and insituAiOn; e..Ornpilsons. can be made Of .coll'rses ' -%."-.4.:
that appeactolierpanicairly difficuh tomoich. suc'h as cle4lOpmenItl ,,/,.'4'..:.

courses, to cl4termint" thelniost:effe,ctiveni4ithing ari4 loani;mg strati. ;:f;:.

gies. With morn flexi ihy to t design andAdruirristratiort)ofrvalua. :...,, .

tion,partialastou or deco ties mO* ht t'
;ion in a Ovum %cr. FicuirPcottld betncou getrl;.? ety.innpvatitfe ,... '..t.e. .4.,

igrtt.,reii111 .. t,.; . :
. . ...,

..... approaChertl aluatiiik,it*Its.Witbotn'" ort. trailition40. ;,.... .....

styles. : ;4 ,
v, '+. -. . . 1. :. :... ......ge-

.

Although.tbe_q lon.of terthinology waltmot)014144114.giax:J. :.
.study, we tecolninefid aithe Wbrk1/44/01.4iosi witIliti.dgm' ental int:
lineations: he rtplaced pint-d.hert referring4oYheisassessment )

process. The 'notion of,ev ation iiet-dstp be rtplacell t!,oy' the tont
of a miitual lcarnitt prote$ in which student and: telchfe.
engaged. Then if the dean can krperceived as one aeilltittes co#
munication betwiVreiruciliiits an tructors, his .r parli Kipat

. 4.....

in enhancingoinstrtictional qu 0111 be pfrceived as a ukft,0 in
natural phenomenon.

Finolly, we reiterate tat thvbjeCtives of Alluation arq to-be
clarified before any instrut4ent will Jr acc table to facility. apd
in,no case is it reasons iki to cx tat al '0.210 wiilappectvof
valiie student evolution. ye fit I rguAnalant* of co y

college itistruttOrs 5% Inc e about t given- an
opportunity to: shape the' ntettitaods for evalukting themselves in the I%
classroom, will: appreniate Chi tee nique for improving their own
teaching. At. our irtstittvigw were esi g student evaluation rpm' t.
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from the bottarti up. h. fatuity concerns. We believe our
end product will be more accept a more helpfill to faculty than
an inspored. questionnaire. Faculty are concerned about quality hi-
structios; institutions must be willing to support the quest to improve.,
that instruction.

Trudy Ilaffron Bers has a Ph. D in political science
and u an associate professor at Oakton Community College.
She is currently engaged in research about the election
and behavior of community college trustees and the
impact of district characteristics on community
college progra nu.

Mary Olson is a clinical social worker and student
development staff member at Oakton Community College.
Sheds cunrantly compleungher doctorate
at Nova University.
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chiplienge of Ailectsve bargaining lies in using

...4. it as a positive force in changing the
i' . structure of governance.

....

A.

# 4

the dynamics of
collective bargaining:

challenge of the future

hanna weston
charles ngdler

sarah klinefelter

The development and wowth of copmunity colleges and the increas-
ing challenges t% traditiOnal governance patternakeave changed the
landscape of hig&r education greatly in the last ten years.,New organi-
zational models ha* had a particular challeng* in taking hold in two-
year colleges because of their lack of tradition. The issue of governance
was raised in the 1960s becauseof the expansion and then rapid tight-
ezang of funds, becausegf afministrative styles imported inappropri-
ately from other educattiml contexts, and because of a growing neces-
sity to build alconsens decigio became tougher. All of'this was
intensified by the inflationary s d, in moviittes now, legisla-
tively endowed collective in r employees rime pnblic sector.,

Collective bargai among academici both faculty and
subninistrators has not easy or cortable. Professional educe,
total; likely find themsgves as adveies in a battle for control at
the level. The irony is that most funding sources, the real Points
of power. are not local and tend to be far rembved from the bargaining

N.* Devcroonalor Csatmemty Coleys. 24. /478
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skirmishes- The real issues often become clouded in battles for short -
range goals; and yet collective bargaining goes on and- gat enteti !tzlf,,

, . .
adherents daily. The purpose of this chapter is to examine the t
status of the bargaining process, to assess that process, and to address
the long-range chalknges-arid implications of bargaining for two fear
colleges.

status of collective hallaPlan.lkirr

'Though the rate of growth has slowed slightly in the last two
s years, new enabling lesWickt-contInues to increase the pool of those

legally able to bargain ColIectisehriand faculties seize the opportunity.
Since 1975 (Sumrr, '1975), four states have passed laws 'ng

to collective bargaining for two-year colleges, among them ia-
(1976), where 'already in 9S community colleges there are 25 bargaio.*
ing units repreienting 37 campuses. and Iowa (1975) where there.:are
11 new Anita:covering 16 of 22 campuses. Two-i.-AOSIlege faculties
are now represent by

ri
by 220 bargaining agents (uirriom 167 in 1975)

on at. least .326 cam (up from 242 in 1975). During 1977 (Direc-
tory of Bargain:ng Agents, 1977), at least 13,400-facility joined those
already organized. *ringing the total bargaining in two-year institu-
tions to at least 51,430. Of these new members, approximately 12.200
are from California (Garbarino and Lawler, 1978).

Nor is the trend likely to halt or reverse itself. Only twenty-six of
the states now have enabling legislation. and faculty unions have made
more or less strenuous efforts in almost all states to pass legislation
where it does not yet exist, The goals and lobbying intentions of other

Niii public employee unions. even when chi groups are not formally allied,
are often the same. The legislative tattles in some large states half
been heated. (-spec 'ally in Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois. When 4e oral
jurisdictional battles between AFT and NEA are resolved in New York
and California, probably in the next two years, resources iq both orga-
nization& will be freed up to lobby and organise in other states. At the
same time the NEA has begun to work 'for s federal collective bargain-
ing law. Meanwhile, the rivalry betweerk the organizations intensifies
tti organizing effort and focuses faculty attention.

. In addition, conditions in the' economy and within the schools
themselves that encourage unionization are not likely to abate. Contin- ,..,

'Acing inflation, shttking treasuries, and the rising concern for ac-
iNountability that ac'ompanies declining budgets are putting increas-
ing pressure on community college administrators and faculties. If on
top of these conditions enrollments decline in the 1980s. more faculties
sill very likely organize to protect their jobs. . a

Theltrpvision/of a mechanism it dealing with the unavoidable

!../ 'f.,,,
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Ilk
facts of life in the 1980r is env of the many nee roles of a con-
structive administration-facuffy union relation ar too often,
however. the adversarii relationship is acrimonious instead of cooper-
ative. and mutual interests are buried under suspicion and recrimination.

In the following pages we shall trace the ible development
of a collective bargaining relationship from its ings in fear and
*milky thniugh the first contract. Then tie will e borate upon the
various likely outcomes of that first coittract. Finally we will illustrate
the apprnpriateneurof a more mature collective bargaining relation-

v, -shipflor meeting a likely crisis of the 1980s and explain some of the fac-
tors that will make- suck) a relationship possible.

development of a bargaining relationship

Regardless vof the maIPny varied circumstances on a laarticular
campus thalklead to the organization lof a faculty union, it is likely that
the twoparties will share a certain psychological set with their peers on
other cbipuses one the faculty organizes. The human landscape has
changed. A new power center has been established that threatens the
uneasy cooperation between the public board and t administration
in directing the school. New pressures are placed n the administra-
tidk. which until now was pltbably hierarchical but with independent
spheres of power aciping to its members. A large, unanswered ques-
tion is whether this rive power center will be contained, will be intr.-

" grated into the existing power structure, or will wordy overwhelm the
tradition/1 power structure. Neither party can yet know the answer.
and it is possible that neither eveoditiows which outcome it prefers. Yet
t e relationship must go forward.

Meanwhile. the very pox ess of organization itself may well prr-
ispose the early dealings of the parties and shape the eventual rela-

tionship. People are creatures of habit, and they are happier with the
known than with the unknown; so it is with school administrators and
faculty members. For a faculty to hose overcome its habitual prefer-
ence for the known Ind comfortable to the extent necessary to organize
and achieve legal recognition can only he ipterpreted by the adminis-`
nation as the result of discontent, either wills specific actions or with
the entire power structure of the institution. The mere fact of organi-
zalion is 4,hus read by the ,/{ministration as a challenge to its authority
and its past actions. the very ptissibigity of a master contract where
there was none is viewed bAhe administration ellha potential loss. and
thus a union alctory. regardless a its ((mart. Itoill ivy be argued here ti/0
th1 this is not a plausible and appropriate interpretation. but this
response may be less than constituctive. Whenohallenged. institutions
and individuals defend themselves: in' the process they may lock theng

a .
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selves into positions they might riot have clump lime they not feeling
thetatened.

The aims anduactics of the onion aft unknown to the achiunis-
tration beyond what tke grapevine on their own or other campuses may
have mold on. The Inknown is feared. At best. the claims of the
union can only be perceived as tending to undermine administrative
authority; at want. they are seen as tcuding to Shift authority, or sig-
nificant portions of it, away from the administration and OD the fac-
ulty. The result in tither case is seen as a narrowing of.optiogrfor ad-
ministsative action. Ultimately the process is seen as leadingp a

very
reduc-

Df the ve reason for being t sustains the adminisuntion and
of itself. Self-critical as an inistration may be, it must st .

believe in itself. its mission, and its pace on the campus. It believes in
its own information systems, its administrative hierarchy, and its own
broad view of instituticonal needs. Further, it is certain that the admin-
istrative view is broader and more comprehensis* thin ST of a single
part of the insttution, the faculty.

For their part, the faculty often challenge the administrations '
view of its role. The process of union organization and the'frequent
of an organizing issue result in the focusing of all dissatistactinns on a
specific source, the administration, and the vestinifof hype for sislu-:
tions in a specific agency, the union. The union and its leadership
focus all aspirations on a single process. collective bargaining, and is
one instrument. the .contract. Thus the negotiation of the first con- "
tract by inexperienced parties on both sides of 01)&40 is seen by
the union as the octasion for-the redress of all accumulated grievances.
At the same time it is seen by the adggpist ration as the time uphold the
line, and to give away as little at possible. Negotiations may very
quickly become a test of strength!' The on is determined to wrestle
concessions from what it sees as an unwifflng administratIkr 'while the
administration fights what it sees as a usurpation of power. The union
insists: the administration resists. Sides are -drawn and colleagues
become adversaries, often antagonistic ones. While this may be a posi-
tion both parties wish to avoid, the initial expectations 'Ed fear, well
as the bargaining itself. may propel things in that diiition. in '6
the bargaining neltionship the parties are inclined to see the contract 41

an d the bargaining that precedes it as a means of adjusting theoposrer
relationship between them.

Yet the fact is that the collective bargaining process, despite all
expectations to the contrary. is a very conservative processWhether
disagreements about the terms allthe contract are revived via the deci-
sions of labor courts as in Nebraska. nonbinding fact finding as in

'California, binding arbitration as in Iowa, or by strikes, study of the
contracts reveals that the terms of collective bargaining agreements are

9
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.safely far imeyboal current pacts% at public two -year colleges_ The
,major changes lie,* the modification of practice, quantification of
expectations. formalisation of grievance procedures. and uniform and

Ainscielidbus enforcement: These changes. eliminating as they do pass
'informal praaee and 'procedures, may actually:"Cibie to apvia to

as monk restrictive than previous practices. Yet they reWrrkt
h sides. for while faculty may not seek privilege, itther may 4

ministration offer it. .

This kind of change despot in itself represeln major realign-
ment of real power. Yet administrations tend fo view it as salt. for
every change won by the union appears to be a loss and is viewed by the
union as a victory. To win in any giventsituation, the union has mere*
to get somethigg more cir different from what previously existed or was
offered. More for the union means less at leabt.syrnbolically far the
administratiOn. iii, .

On theother hand. the union members, with thew initial high
expectations an& tiaditional bargaining strategy of asking three times
what they expect to get. may not share the admiAtration's view that
they have won. And the real 'disappointment mah' tome when t
administration publishes work rule or guidelines for implementing
elements of the contract. Work ri, are essential for the administra-
tion's consistent and fair interpretation of the contract. but they are

. often not anticipated by inexperienced faculty unionsi, In one low%

t. cogununity college ty,first bargaining team refuses to cooperate in
the development of work rules, little realizing that this was the way the

would most immediately affect daily life, on the campus.
ruless often a Source of great frustration to the faculty, can be a

real gain for the administratior. Unionization has provided a means of
iw,

establishing more discipline of the faculty.
However, 1 real potential danger of unionization to the int(ku-

tion is seldom perceived 11 either inexperienced facility or administra-
tion in the early day. of a collective, bargaining relationtbip. Even.

bilities fo ftlture change may indeed be limited by the exist:i or a
litwhileitc ract may bring little change in current #ractice. tbe possi-

negotiatiqn coliPact. This is why we call the procels a co ative
o. C nge is mess often initiated by the administration. Aptly in
rAnepo to outside fortes to which they must be more responsive than
facul . VI change* make new demands on faculty and require modi-
fication o havior and work habits. As a result. most change is resist.
ed brifaculties, as least initial( ?. Organization of the flcully provides a
mechbatism %ith which to resist the changes it sees as contrary to its
interest: Tliis in turn reduces administrative flexibility. Thus, ilkire
creatinirlitile riew, a contract may become an instrument for otevent-

,.ing the. new . ' 1
Alt . 48,-)

,...*
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However. tVre can be gains et-en here. Th*admirnstration can
. .-

find it very useful al) have ,a "voice of the faculty- to speal with. irather
than many, voices or none at all. Aelseveral Iowa community colleges
"meet and confer" committees meet regularly to communicate on what
is on their minds even things unrelated lei the contract! In these
forups the administration can test the waters and build support for
change without either threatening the faculty or malting unilateral
pronouncements. Through them itihas an avenue of ionnmunication
with the faculty through the union cogimunication and committee
system. On their side. the faculty canlialk with the administration
about its cbucerrut Requested to respond. the faculty is encouraged to
explain,its own desires and fiends. and work toward satisfying them in a
more 'systematic and effective manner. While arse coMmunications

i.
are outside- the sphere of the contract, they are broughtlisito being
by the dynamic of the broader bargaining relationship aiON can ease
qie Ines itable stress of change. whether it directly affec. ts the contract
or not.

Remembered staff reduc trios. actual ones. or ones only imag-
ined produce some of-the most ct iminious bargaining. let even here
where faculties are t threatened. mature bargaining can continue

eto reductthe invita r tensions the situatior produces. Faculty rarely9,
believe reTluct ions in forte are nrcle'ssarv. and so try to negotiate proce-
dures that in effect present them fronkhappening. *aids and admin-
ist rations. on the other hand. insist upon maximum flertibilit.y to
r _ma rear cial pressures. Forced to negotiate. faculty mad` list

St upon t le muff criterion it stes as pros iding maxirhum security
aight seniority, while administratiogi argues for criteria it !les as pro-s

v%i., ing the most latitude qualification, t omvetencv, and ability. Each
fears the other'sdrosition as allowing the arbitrary exercise of power.
Arbitrators in fos.a hasp (nodal to ter( t both etf these extreme psi-
tions lilt far ulty sees stir 11 ter rus as lea's ing the arim,irdstration free to
pick and choose perhaps the most a( Ow union, nu-gibers: and the
administration sees its hands as absolutely tiedbwith 'respect to its insti-
tutional or programatx n«ssity. As t he 'pailities bargain *ley arrive at
inueedurvis designed to protect both ph and security and institutional
interests .I he outmnir is usually an agreement that guarantees no e

of an impending red tit t ion, assumes.t he, comider at ion of various si
c ific far to cur Is as part tune or fie time contra( is ?color it v, qualici
.t at ions and.competent y and grants certain rights. such as a right to
r( all or right of (CS It'W li( )1 II .pries lust. 1,4 )ITI I ),1 V-(1 t( ) Whet( they began:

faculties a4 «pt 1.1%14 Is.yet tirli to drirf fier thc c Ater ia and pox e
It (lures. whil admitiebtrati(ins at rept limitations pn whom they may-

teill1111.1te .1 rid on the powedesees this mos use 1 ,t:,*.
In one college in Iowa this year, not ke was gis en on Delipmber 1.

. e: .
. 7, ,
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as opposed'to the statutory requirement of March 15. In addition;
the existence of stringent layoff .criteilita that 'the administration feared
they could-not meet led them to arrive .at the altecnative cost-saving
device of reducing contract length by mutual agreement instead of
terminating any ficuitif members. Finally, the channel of commynica-.

; tion provided by the negotiations led to mutual agreement on the
.protection of seniority, sick leave, and:other contracted rights for thoge
whose contracts were reduced.'Thisevent was, not without rancor,-but
it was a process with parameters and responsible spokespersons.
Through the contract and the communications channel established by
negotiations both jobs and money Were saved. . c

, This resolution, it is to be noted, was 'arrived' at without
recourse to exlernaI decision making or appeal; there were no lawsuits,
no arbitratihki and no prohibited. practice charges filed with the .
Public EmplOYiesitelations Board. -In fact, it ppe.ars to be the caseA...thar.the very eid itg.of these outside decision makers arid the right of
review is actua incentive to resolve problems within institutions,
becauSe both parties have season to fear solutiOns imposed by individ-

_ uals or agencies who are not fqnn' .ar with *mores and needs of the
institution. In fact, it could be ed that one of. the things that

..

a assures successful bargaining is a effective interest and 'grievance-
resolution system. .

re collective bargaining

The larger framework -of' the collective bargaining law and its
implementing agencies is just one of the factors that can affect the col-
lective bargaining relationship. The quality of the, negotiations diem-
selves is a vital factor in shapinghe relationship.' Mature bargaining
should be direct, honest, serious, and mutual. It should deal with real,
not phantom, issues. It must represent a genuine exchange of ideas;
problems, interests, and needs. The parties must deal with one anoth-
er, not stereotypes; they must listen' to one another, not dismiss whlt

. the other says as empty rhetoric. in this kind of exchange the real prob-
lems will be faced, truly workable solutions will be arrived at and' they
will'be couched in language that is enforceable. Al a result of-this kind'
of negotiation the parties can build a relationshipsof trust that will be
carried into future dealings with one another, and they Will arrive at a
contract that will carry fewer implementation problems and thus fewer
causes of friction. If olte or both sides see the negotiations, table as '-

merely a, place to score on the other to ".hold the line,v or "push them
to the wall" they may indeed end with a- contractbut not with an
agreement. vo'

For successful bargaining to take place, another set of cpndi-
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tions is important. The spokespeople for both sides must beji-eliable
and trustworthy. They must have above all ih'e trust an&confidence of
their own sides. Having this, they will be able to follow words with deeds
and`win the trust Of the other side. At faculty spokesman who does riot
speak for the faculty will not be taken seriously, and should not be, any
more than will the.administration spokesman who reverses himself or
herself at the next meeting. Both parties must do 'their houiework,

. which involves achieiring a consensus among their members.
This homework is usually more difficult for the faculty, which is4

probubly less experienced in working as a group, and which may-be
divided abzing camplis, discipline, or vocationalliberal'arts lines. This
inexperience may make it more difficult for them to reach.consensus
and to invest confidence in its leadership. To woo their' various consti-

z tuents and to prove. their mettle, the faculty negotiators may feel
forced to be more militant than they mightethenvise be. This stance
may convince the administration of whgl,kfears. that it is facing a
'group of wild-eyed radicali, but the tic), may actually reflect
uncertainty, or political needs withirmhe a' lty. more than hostility
toward the administration. . -

Art administration may be tempted to adopt a 'divide, and
conquer bargaining strategy if it suspects divisions thin the faculty,
but in the,long run such a strategy will Only justify and reinforce mill;
tancy: For the mature productive bargaining . heeded- to _face /the
'future, united,. confident parties arc essential. Both 'are then able to
bargal, instead'of waging time and energypn posturing to score pub-
lic relatihns,points.

Some schools_ have successfully used outside consultants in their
baxgaining, others, have not. Since fatuities. most ,,i;ften bargain for
themselves: they tend tOrese whe use of "pros" whom they fear will try
. ,

to swimp them with-procedural tricks instead of meeting their con-
cerns. Net professional' negotiators can sometimes move boards of

. directoi's more successfullr than- local administrators. and can deflect
some of.the hostility produced by negotiations away from the adminis-
(ration to themselves. Sinfe the union usually has outside stiff support,
its, staff can likewise either facilitate a-constructive relationship or play
a"ioughening'f.role.

living with 4 contract

Finally, th* real test of a collective bargairiing relationship is in
the quality of;the contract, and in the. living with it. ell-bargained
contracts must be understandable,itnforceable, have a minimum
of causes of friction, and have clearcut procedures for resolving dif-
ferences that do arise. Appropriate procedures are those that protect

L
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both sides and provide for resolving differences in ways in which both
sides can have confidence. In this process. nothing "so quickly errodes
trust as the expleitatiMi of procedural 'niceties in order to avoid coming
to grips with a sped& problem. Ptocedures should be the means for
resolving problems, not-tor avoiding them, and not an end in them-
selves.

Contracts are made to be implemented by administrations and
enforced by faculties. Administrators who do not fear to admirAter are
respected if they' follow the rules, as are faculty members who file
grievances when ajpropriate. A mature and constructive collectke
bargaining relationship should provide for foreknowledge and stability
of ompectation on both sides-throUycli,.a sharing of decision making. If
trust and confidence grow as 'a result of trustworthy performance and
greater communication, a muttull relaxation of rules leaving the con--
tract silent on certain points mity be possible, to thaprobable relief of-
both parties.

It is possible, where there is a mature bargaining relatkinship,
to see the contract as a truly mutual instrument, a living agreement,
growing and clzahging over time, and serving the interests of both'
parties. The genuine collective bargaining that is possible once early s
posturing, fearsr and exaggerated expectations have been overcome
can result in a contract that anticipates institutional problems and
establishes procedures for dealing with theme The whole institution
will be affected in the future by problems such as budget cuts or
retrenchment, so the establishment of a forum and procedure for
approaching them is to the advantage of both parties. It is our convic-
tion that the existence of forums and procedures for arriving at
mutually satisfactory solutions can prevent the arbitrariness kir appear-
ance of arbitrariness that-so alartns faculties. They can at the same
time reduce defensiveness of administrations and create an atmosphere.
of more willing acceptant* of unpopular though necessary actions.

Collective bargaining is now a fact of life. The perceptions of
those involved in the process are evolving. The challenge of the bar-
gaining process is to use it as'a positive force for the benefit of two-year
colleges and their service corist ituencies.
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liscooss & nip assisioas requires am,* of legitinsacy
:runts that community colleges

;five lost inglecent ran.

egitimacy and the promise
of community colleges

myron a. Marty

Ten years ago a studeniecalled:to my attention an ankle on the con- ar

cept oUlegitiinacy. Written by the distinguished economist. Kenneth
%hiding and published in the Bell Telephone Magazine, the article
applied this concept to corporations, but it stria me then as taring'
applicable to community colleges as well. I believe it still fits butvrith
a difference. The difference is that in 1968 community colleges were
high-legitimacy institutions; today they are not. The reason, in my'
judgment, is that the legitimacy-conferring forces of a decade ago,,
11aye, for the most part. dissipated or disintegrated.

lasitimacy, as Boulding charaaeriarsit, has both internal and
external aspects, Internal legitimacy, he says: is roughly equivalegt to
morale pr nerve. It grows out of the conviction of the principals in an
institution that their activities are necessary and worthy. It is a sense of
inner justification without which action is paralyzed. External legiti-
macy is the conviction on the part of those °inside of the institution,
but hear to it, that the mission and work of the institution are necessary
and effective. Internal and external legitimacy suppert,each other, of
course, and one will collapse without the other.

Boulding identifies seven main sources of legitimacy:
1. Positive payoffs. These, he, says, may -be surprisingly uni' m-

4
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parting in the short run b5it ate pciisibly thy most important source in
dieting ma.

Z. SocrffiCes or negative paYofft,Bicause we do not want to
taCrifice in vain, we build up t sense of legitimaiy.that will justify sari-
*el. aemeinber those temporary-dassrooms we put up with in the early
ran of community colleges? And the meager librariei and fifteen fac-
ulty members packed inta mobile home made into an office? ;

3. Age- Because both newness and antiquity confer legitimacy,
there is often asag in middle age.

4. Mystery and secrecy. all .the aura some f sought:to
wrap around the "conunu college movement"; andlook mys-.
tiques that have come and multimedia instruction, behavioral
objectives, accountability, t by objectives, and "planning,"
for example. Mystiques still of coursi, and as this legitimacy
model suggests, they "tal.

5. Symbols, rituals, and other specialized communicators of
legitimacy. New buildings, often on magnificent campuses, have been
the maid legitimacy-conferring symbols of community colleges.

6. Association with other legitimacies. Community colkiges
share Int the higher education boom of bygone years without being.e,
threat.tO anyone. With dollars and bodies to spare, oche, institutions
were pleased to skim off what they wanted and, with a'respectful wave,
leave the rests. conununi4 colleges.

7. Expectations filifilled or disappointed. Success byteds suc-
cess. DisappOintroint, If it does not destroy, can cause an individual or
institution to dig in, to try harder. If the causes of failure are known and
the respurifes fOr removing then] available, "Wait till next year!" is a
foitnitlible watdiword:.

Mien and now '

. A decade ago legitimacy ran high, and for good reason. The
payoffs, at least of the short-term variety, were impressive. Sacrifice
was almost welcomed; students, faculties; and administrators bore in-
convenience cheerfully, knowing that bitter days were ahead. A look
Out the window at the risingbricks was sufficient to confirm this knowl-
edge. The symbolic value of the new buildings was enormous. Many
things were new: faces, committees, programs, .problems, and chat-
lenges,lo say nothing of books and equipment..Mystiques, too, boosted
legitimacy. So what if many of them probed to be, like Kleenex, dispos-
able. There were more in the box. And community colleges were really
rustling a niche inhigher education. Articulation agreements and trans-
fer arrangements, worked out amicably, were reassuring. Stwp3rt
from state legislatures, advisory boards, and community organizations
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Contninnednotably to a sense of legitimacy, as did- voter'approval of
amt **end! and bond issues. So great) overall, was the sensed fulfill-
=girt that there was no need for acknowledging or explaining away dis-

aPP°-,,nullent'
.

What is leh of these .days? We strain to show that we make a
differtnnk in the lives-of our students. Hiving known the fat years
the lean ones at The beginning, 'willingness to sacrifice once/again is

. rare. Middle-agetag has come early. ,

Se4eral glides in this issue have shown that there are still new
thatseeto to work,, new ideas yet to be tried, new things yet to be

. But the snyiitique hi:ix is nearing emptiness, and most of us are
skeptical of wilat remains in it. New things today must prove theme '-
selves. Little is taken on faith alone.' r.

Al competition with other colleges had universities increases
and thtilir own sense of legitimacy slip!, we derive little support from
this'll* our legitiniaey quest. Siatt4 legislatures, furthermore, haves
hesitated on fund*, advisory boards have atrophied, communitr,

.ossinixations, are themselves in trouble, and 'voters are reluctant to
pin with another dime.

So what have we come to ex t? Decline, diminishing resources,
and disappointment. Legitimacy ir in a tailspin. Those who have not
yet experienced the feeling this Creates have something to look forward to.

.co

ISpOrnell

1

Of course the loss of legitimacy h . It is tough to keep strug-
gling without it. Perhaps the motivation d abilities of c' unity col-
lege

, .

lege studefus is in an accelerating decli ; or perhaps it y seems that
way. Perhaps institutional support ft:4. difficult endep has dimin-
ished; or.perhaps it only seems that war. Perhaps the Eommunity's in-
terest and confidence in our efforts is lost; or perhaps it only seethe that
way. What does it matter if ow perceptions do not coincide with
reality, since we tend to be guided by our perceptions.

Faculty members respond tothe legitimacy crisp coneof three
general ways or in combinations thereof. Some hardy spirits carry on as ,
if nothing has changed (and perhaps in some places it had not). The
snore.disilluSioned drift into isolation, teaching tKii classes somewhat
perfunktorily and engaginehemselyes only minimally in the life of
their colleges. Their kicks come in the moonlight. And some whether
testy are the more disillusioned or the less I cannot say turn to collec-
tive bargaining. 1

. ' If we acknowledge that in many situations there is no alterna-
tive to collecti$e bargaining, we should acknowledge that such bargain-
ing not only does little to enhance an institution's sense of legitimacy, it
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also plays into the hands of beleaguered administrators and Misguided
boards. whowresponse to the same set of problems faced by faculty
niembet; is to standardize. Agidify. concentrate power, centralize deci-
sion making. call for increaser 1 productivity..and demand efficiency.

It is not uncommon for a new board or a new administration
one that feels the obligation to "straighten out themes it has inherited.**
to be indifferent to tradition and insensitive to the legitimacies that
have been built -up through the years. And so they treat their fragile in-
stitutions much likethe taker treats thit aken in a corporate take-over
and legitimacy declines further.

the future

In these circumstances it is easy for basic educational questions
to be shunted aside. Where in wrangle-wracked institutions does one
find discussion of ways to recover lost legitimacies or to establish new
ones? Now much attention. is given, for"?semple, to the problem of
shaping ways to produce enlightened. sensit critically aware citizens?
That would be a quest for S, long-term positive payoff. Who has asked
candidly whether perhaps we haitoversold ourselves on such short-term
payoffs as entry-level jobs without distinguishing between a job. a
career. and a life?

Ancl.who has come to grip). with the necessity of finding legiti
macy-conferring ways of coping with the "new age of sacrifice- that
seems to lie ahead? Where is the evidence that community colleges
have taken steps to`d It the early attival of middle age? Who has
found ways to w that disappointments can lay the foundation for. .
new missions? . -

Answers to these questions do exist. Evidence oftthat is found in
sow." the arteries in this issue. As long as there is such eviciehce.. the
promise of community colleges. tarnished though it may be, still sur-
vives. But those who have shared the hope in that promise have reason
to be worried. Without a renewed sense of legitimacy, new missions are
temporary palliatis)t
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Because the scope of this issue of New Directions tends to reflect the
divergent attitudes and concerns of faculty, it is difficult to compre-
hensively cover fuftheriources of information,for any of the topics: In
many cases", thes diverse topics of concern to faculty have been the
focus of previous issues kw Directions, in ,which case these would
providS a vralth of iqf lion for those interested 4n nt.re intensive
research.

3
IST1 new missions

The 4Iumging tides of society in general and the concomitant
changes in education probably impkot community collegessooner than

t of the educational system. Casey (1976) examidesPit0
some of the trends and directions for the community collegesksug-
dePting the for a red ition of iitutional goals. He also feels
that alternative instructional echniques, media, and personnel will be
required.

The forinulatiorrof a mission phi y is the cornerstone of
y attempt to redefine the direction of a colboge. It jka complex and

t task, especially ip lightof the variety of educational needs and
political sentiment extant ill most college communities. Procedures for

105 301New Directistufer Casperty Cayes, 24, 1078
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goal setting and definitions for Critical terms such as mission, goals, -_

objectives, prioritise, role, and scope are presented by Leming and -

Micek1197g. The need for concrete guidelines and alternative strate- s
igies for detWrpining goals and translating the goals into specifiObjec-
tives is strongly emphasized. 4

Of course, one of the main difficulties in developing a mission
statement is that the community college is called upon to address such
a linie range of educational tasks. Ike typical comprehensive college
encompasses transfer education, terminal 'education, general educa-
tion, occupational education, adult education, developmettal educa-
tion, community services, and guidance. Y.Ielvington (079) points out

-that these terms tendtto be vague and often-overlap one amither. He
stresses that emphasizing the interrelatedness of the institutional~ func-
tions will enhance communications within the college, leading 14 more
institutional cohetence.

Poo 1977) arse that community colleges fall shdrt of
expectations the not by design, but by lack of design. A number
of the critical areas sh must be attended to if schools hope to succeedw
in their intended tnissions articliscussed.

A wide range of problems involved in the changing rile of the
community &liege is discussed by leading community college authori-
ties (Delgrosso and Allan, {1977]). Some of the issues covered are fac-
ulty members' perception of themselves: responsiveness to community
needs; faculty development; cooperative education; barriers to instruc-
tional change; and the past, present, and future roles of the commu-
nity college.

Hagerstown junior.College has adjusted its curriculum to Tea
the needs of its constituents (Parsons. 1976). Their program for meet-
ing the needs of the "new students.' is particularly interesting.

The issue of the new students is further developed by Cross
(1976), as she examines the faculty response to teaching the poorly pr-

., pared student. Cross predicts massive changes in instructional delivery.
grading. and scheduling, as well as a major role change for college
teachers. wherein they will become-as skilled in pedagogical dia is
as they are now skilled in their disciplines. Along Arse same Ines.
Youn&(1977) questions the lack of e "human dimension" in hi e
education the system becomes more efficient.

One of the variables that will influence the di
community college movement is faculty attitudes toward various goals.
Weddington (1975) and Cohen and 'Brawer (1977) examine faculty
attitudes and values.

^Tighe (1977) provides a mission stItemenLrationale. curricu-
lum. and staff development plan for a liberal ech7tation prograin in

yo-year colleges. Gojlattscheck and othep 1 97 6) offer a source book
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t
for:flekitntions willing to become more Commugity riented, a task
*bat wenn to beconfronting most two-year collets.

Readers who enjoyed Skoky'saarticle on the clitmeng atmo-,
sphere in higher education may also find Handleman's (1978)streat-
meat of the subject similarly to their liking. Those readers who de**
further information,on rural colleges .should peruse Navajo County
Community College District: its History, Its Future, 1961-1985 (1976).

The impala- New Directions is suclithat 'virtually every publi-
cation capers an arei that itiVitts the fac-tiltitte well as the) colleges.'

.t

1413-

instructional change

As one would naturally ex. faculty to be concerned with
teaching, much of this issue he covered new developinents in instruc-

rfier isusel of 111,Directions have been concerned with
Garrison (1974), Voegel (1975). and Hammon: (1977),

and they all contain valuable information dealing with the teaching -
le arnir process, particularly as it pertains to community colleges.

are many other sources for information on instructional
innovations. Burns (1977) has compiled twenty articles on a variety of
instructional issties, and a Catalog of f-xemplary Practices (1974) de-
scribetmore thap two hundred innovative and iihaginative
and practices in the twenty-eight community colleges in Florida. gram.a

For those who want to get a source for the recent literature in
community college instructiotoi methodology, Berry (1978) reviews
the field from 1970-1977.

The trend toward individualized instruction seems to be gaining
momentum. Although individualized instruction is usually Awed as a

.catch -all phrase to describe a variety of approaches. most of them have
a number of distintt cgaVacteristics. A sampling of these different
approaches is presented by Beyet (1976). Phillips (1977). Wade (1976).
and Weddington (1972). Independent studies, although sometimes
thobght of as an innovation for the new students, is in most 'cases a
more rigorous course of study that requires highly internalized motiva-
lion. Frazer (1975) describes the independent study program at Watt-.
ballet Community College and makes some reconbpenditions b4d
on their experience with the program.

faculty and collective bargaining

Collective bargaining is a reality in community colleges. yet
there remain some questioo as to its effect on faculty. Ernst (1975) has

. 1 0 7
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cernpiled a New Directions devoted to collective bargaining, and it is
an excellent source for furtherinquiry.

Stalky (1975) investigated the impact of unionization on faculty
in two-year colleges with respect to compensation and workloads.
While fie found that unionization did not result in increased pay, it did
redue(e teaching load. Hence, he concludes that faculty are willing to
trade salary gains for improved:working. conditions, though it is pre=
dieted that this situation will-change as the bargi inigg process matures. 7

Hansen and,Petrizzo)(1976) present a case study examining c-.

ulty and administrative attitudes sward collective bargaining at
lege of DuPage (Illinois). Results indicate that both faculty and iclmin-. .

istrators are somewhat misinformed. As, guide. to help community
college educators approach collectixe bargaining intelligently. HanksVPs
(1977) reviews some of the myths- and problems of bargleing. and
offers recommendatialns and guidelines. Howe (1977) attributes some
very positive faculty jietude ch?nses to the collective bargaining pro-
cess. This documentthay tle comforting to those who are presently
engaged in heated negotiations.
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